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PETITION DEMANDS

The Univer~ity

ASBSU RECALL

,
i-

week's open forums to represent
student opinion.
Perez responded that "'any time
I'vecomrnented on the pavilion
I've always sald-' It Is my OPinion':
profile," said mclean, but beI've never said I represent the
cause they wished to cooperate
students on this." He noted that
with . Perez In his methods of
students. "Apparently, the prohe relied on Input from surveys
Promoters of the Student Buying
gathering Input., The surveys and
moters have been having trouble
and last week's open forums to
Power
Card
(SBPC),
L&B
Marketforums were "essentially the only
keeping, their end of the aqreerepresent student opinion. "I
Ing
of
New
York
City,
last
.week
input we've had."
ment." Botlmer said.
spend probably 70 percent of my
flied
bankruptcy
claims
in
New
Mclean said senators have not
The agreement, a contract
day .•. deallng with committees
York.
been out In the field talking to
signed
by then ASB president
that have to do with academic:
'constltuents "In any systematic
The SBPC was a card that was
Lenny Hertling, has seemingly
matters,"
Perez furtherccmway. Some senators go out, come given out to students during been misplaced. Bill Snyder,
mented, "reading reports and
back and sayall the students hated registration. The card gave stlr
attorney representing the ASBSU
trying to get students .on them."
[the pavilion) and others say dents discounts at certain stores said that he has sent "4 or 5 letters .
He said any financial support for
eVeryone thought It was great.!'
throughout
the Boise valley.
to L&B requesting that they sent
university
academics by the
As well as recalling ASB officers,
L&B's bankruptcy could render
me a copy of the agreement; but
students would have to come In
Opdyke said he and several other
the card worthless.
I have yet to receive a reply."
the form of tuition (as opposed to
students are "seeing what legal
Steve Botlmer, vice president of
Snyder also stated that he would
the $187 student "ee, ·whlch pays
actions we can take to halt this the ASBSU said some merchants
take ·'egal action against the
only for auxiliary serVl'ces). "Traprocess-for Instance, finding out who had originally sponsored the
company if he didn't recleve a
vis lobbied against tuition all last
whether the State Board has the card withdrew
the discounts
reply to his last letter which was
semester," Perez said.
authority to fund the pavilion with
because
of
lack
of
use by the
sent one week ago.
Opdyke criticized the ASBSU
student money and turn the
surveys as means of gathering
[scheduling) control to the Bronco .
-Input. " l,fWE take a survey, we're
Athletic Association ... it's an atgoing to do the same thing student
tempt to submarine this pavilion
government has done-we're g<>FOR NOW." he said.
ing
toweight
It
to
get
what
we
er."
"When they started talking
Opdyke stated "I am not want out of It." He said all the
about the pavilion," commented
Information given out by the ASB
opposed to the pavilion - nor are
Opdyke, "they were playing with
many of us - the need has been prior to the surveys was positive,
a lot of balls on the table. Now,
and "there are some strong
demonstrated. But with the 1%
with 'the 1%, we've got four
initiative and cuts in academic reasons against IUhat they never
eight-balls 00 the table."
does not have a (funded) day care
presented."
.
.
.
.
. areas staring us in the face, Jt's inMcLean noted, "Somehow, I _.. As of next week, the top order of
center on campus." The only BSU
concerning the senators, Hawker'
business
at
the
Child's
Future
Day
appropriate at- this time' to be
don't thing they're going to keep
money that currently appl lesto the
Care center will be survival:
cOncentrating on basically an -said they "failed to represent the
up the momentum [on the recalls).
center's operation is $400 approstudents
accurately"
in
dealing
According
to
BlrgiUa
Burkhart,
entertainment center," he said.
After a week from Thursday, when
priated
by the ASBSU for
with the Issue. "If they did the
director
of
the
non-profit'
enterThe first day out, last Monday,
the State Board decides on the
insurance.
research,
wl'Iere
are
the
results?
prise, across the street from the
. 370 students signed the petltlon,
pavilion, the Issue's dead."
Our results ar~ In thepetltloo-.:this
. vo-tecn complex, unemployment . Right novitlie center is caring for
which charged Perez with "grossinAdaCOunty is "so low"· thin the 22 ch.lldren on a regular basis,
ly misrepresenting the will of the many people are not happy with
w.ith,a capacity of 26. State law
)NIlat
they've
done,"
he
said.
."
federal government~will withdraw
studentsofBolseStateUnlllersity".
requires .at least three adults
If
he
had
,
the
chance,
HaWker'
.
CETA funding for the entire
.Tw~nty
per cent of BSU's
sup9IVisirig that many children,
courityon Oct .. 1.. Four of the.flve
approzimately,8000 fulHlme stu-: said he would encou~agestudents
but since only one. employee, a
major positions In the Child's
dents must petition for a recall from outside Arts and sctenees to
VISTA
worker, will. be. paid
start
recalls
for
the
senators
from
Future ..center" including Burkelection. Opdyke said student
fun-time, the rest of the supervitheir
schools.
He
said
that
since
hart's
own,
had
been
fUlided
by
government has not made "a real
CETA. "But we're staying open sion wili have to be done by
attempt to study better ways" of . each Arts and Sciences senator
volunteers. The center's parents'
represents
approximately
350
stir
one way or another," she said,
determining the students' priorassociation, co-coordinated by
.
dents,
a
recall
for
each
one
will
"by
volunteer
work
if
we
have
to."
ities.
.
Elizabeth Prusha-Parlor, provides
require
/'0
petition
signatures.
The
The
licensed
center
was
founded
Perez responded that "any time
some help in this respect, but
first
on
the
list,
he
stated,
would
March 1977 for low-income BSU
I've commented on the pavilion, I
"parents have other demands,"
Wilderness, how much do you
students with children, because of
have always said. 'lt is my be the senate vlce-chairinan, Joy
said Prusha-Parlor, "and that
want? You'll have an opportunity
McLean.
the
lack
of
a
university-funded
d::iY
opinion'.
I've never said .I
situation doesn't work out In the
to express your views on that -care facility on campus.
"We haven't really been doing
It
.represent the students on this,"
long run."··
.
subject -today, ThursdaY,·and
anything
on
the
pavilion-not
provides
recreation
and'
some
he said, noting that he relied on
Child's Future has applied to
Friday;. the Idaho COnservation education for children In Its care.
because
we
wanted
to
keep
a
low
Imput from surveys and last
several foundations for grants, but
League has set up an informer
"The university doesn't make the
most have refused to consider
tlonal display on the Forest
figures public," said Buii<hart,
their application, "because we've .
service's Roadless Area Review
"but I would say the majority of
been getting government rnonflY,"
and Evaluation (RARE) in the
students at BSU have children.
said Burkhart. One application is
lobby of the SUB. Volunteers will
The need is definitely there.
being, presentlY considered for a
be at the display from 8 am to 8 pm
"The university hasn't been very
grant from the Wittenberg Foundto answer questions and to, assist
cooperative. as far as money
those interested in filling out the
goes," she commented! "BSU is ation in Caldwell. If the grant Is
center will have
Forest Service's Citizen Response
the only university Ifl Idaho that .~pproved,the
Forms.
CONT. PAGE 3

Student government's treatment
of the pavilion Issue has moved
several BSU students to start a
drive to recall ASBSU president
Rob Perez and several student
senators.
Travis opdyke, former·studetn
lol:iby director and organizer of the
petition to recall Perez from office,
said the movement represented
"call for a vote of confidence ... to
see In the light of present attitudes
whether the leader Is .really
justified In saying the students
want the (pavilion)." He said
presentation of the pavilion Idea to
the State Board of Education was
"one-sided, and there are a lot of
people who resent that."
On the other hand, Chet Hawker,
former senator, wants to remove
the six Arts and Sciences senators
from office because the senate did
not do enough about It. "I'm sure
if they took the time to find out
what the sudents really thought,
their Impact on Rob's position and
Dr. keiser's posltlon (on the
building) would have been great-
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RARE Cf\Versnearly 8 million
acres of Idaho land" and the
outcome of the study will have far
reaching consequences. The
results of the review will determine .
what will happen to those milliOns
of acres of undeveloped land whether they'll be lOgged' and
otherWise' exploited, or whether
they'll be classified as Wilderness

Are2S.
The timber IndUstry has not been
lax In pressing Its views on RARE; ,
'BolseCoocadesent a mailing to Us
employ.'loOO
urglngthetn to write to
the Forest 8et'VIce oppos!ngthe,
classification of roadlessareas as
.w1ldElrrlSas· If youwantto
make

>i_ . your views
i,

.II

knoWn, you'd better

hUrry, to,.•the ,leL' di,S,
P,ley In the
lobby of .the SUB~The cut-off date ,
for Pllbllccomment on RARE Is
1. For further Information ,
call~ the, Idaho Conservation
Lea9Ueat~.'

Octot.ler
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"Idaho's
educational environment can be alienating to Hispanic
students.
Teachers
prepare
themselves to· ge;tout and teach
with no understanding or awareness of the Chicano culture and ils
effect,on. the ..economy of ·Idaho.
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Aickman's .. Cold Hand ill Mine
neatly fills a dead void left by trash
like The Amityville.Ho~r.

BOISE
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OPERA

Presents
FaUlt. by Charles
Gounod, the leeendary tale of a
man who sells hiS soul to the devil
in .exchange for eternal youth.
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-SutvivaIO.f DayCQteAt
by Kay Poty
Labor department
records
indicate 40 percent of the nation's
mothers are now a part of the labor
force on either a full or part time
basis. One problem common to the
majority
of these women Is
responsible care of their children
while they are on the job.
Until the advent of World War II
the term "baby-sitter"
had not
been coined and cntld-care-centers
or nursery schools were unheard
of. As mothers took jobs to aid the
war effort, the children were
entrusted to relatives, neighbors
or older school girls. Some of the
factories, faced with a demand for
workers that far exceeded the
supply, established child care
facilities for their own employees.
The end of the war did not return
the working mothers to their
homes; many enjoyed having
outside Jobs, plus two incomes
allowed families to have many
luxuries they could not otherwise
afford. The number of working
mothers has continued to Increase
each year, making the care of tnslr
children an acute problem. This
has resulted In the creation of the
hew InduStry of Child' Care.
Nursery schools and baby-sitting
services began springing up all
over the country,but
not fast
enough to keep up with the need.
Many accepted, more children than

DSU

they had room for. This meant less
supervision, m::.ny were neglected
and In some Instances abused by
hurried
attendents.
Promised
meals were often little more thana
snack. Clearly something had to
be done.
.
Gradually state legislatures

Movimento Estudiantil
Chicano De Actlan

I

'
'\
.

'L..
......
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\ •
telling, science activities, music
began to pass laws based on the
and play yard.
ratio of children to a specified
Another segment of the program
amount of spaoe and personnel.
is a business course In manageIn 1972 Boise State nlversity
used a Federal· Grant to institute a ment that Includes steps In getting
a license, bookkeeping, tax laws
. new program called Child Care
for a small business and employee
services Program. Joan L1ngenfel-'
problems.
Also Included
are
ter, Department Chairman explaininstructions in family and c0med the program: "Our purpose Is
munity relationships, and services
to train people to operate and
such as free clinics, well-bab~
teach in day care centers and to
provide something besides a hot . clinics •.and froo family recreation
lunch and a high fence."
possibilities.
Some of the points that were
This Is a two-year course with
graduates earning an Associate
Degree and qualified to teach or
operate a Day Care Center.
Students. finishing
one year
receive a certlficato stating they
are qualified as an aide. Several
graduates now own and operate
centers, while others are employed In the Head State program and
area klnderQartens.

With a new hairstyle, designed
exclusively for you, by the Imagemaker.
Come in and find out how we can help
you be yourself in the best
possible way.
APPOINTMENTS. Day &. Evening.
or a Complimentary
'consultation

336·9 •• 1

Imagemaker

BSU is the only school in Idaho
offering this program: Tho class is
full, with a waiting list of about
fifteen.
Most . of the students
are female,' tlllt, two,;"males, are
enrolled. Students are eligible for
the normal financial aid, grants,
veterans benefits, work incentive,
and vo-tech scholorshlps.
This program Is not a
baby-sitting service, but students
do have an opportunity to work
with children between the ages of
three and five. Most of them are
sons and daughters of faculty
members or other students. 'They
come In all day Mondays and two
and a half hours a day the rest of
the week. Second year students
play and cook their monday lunch
and snacks for the rest of the
week.
In addition
to Mrs.
UnQenfetter, who has a degree In
Home Economics, the other two
Instructors are: Patti Q)rrell with a
Masters degree In Child Development, and Peg Gourley with a
degree In English. All three have
taught In. public schools and
worked with the Head Start
Program.
CONT.
PAGE 7

The area of academic support is
slightiy more complicated,
and
Ceniceros hopes to push for
academic programs appropriate to
the Chicano culture.
One. such,
the new Multi-Ethnic
Studies
program, has the potential to
"attract Chicano students,
but
no funds have been put Into the
program's Implementation.
"VVlllle the administration does
gove a certain amount of lip
service to our culture." he noted,
"as far as action - putting money
and time into this type of program
- 'It hasn't happened. Genlceros
did achnowledge the School of
EdUcation'S
reoently-developed
bilingual curriculum was positive
"as far as I've heard."

by Bud Humphrey
. The moving purpose of MECHA
at present is to let people know
about what President Roberto
Genlceros feels Is a culture too
little recognized In Southwest·
Idaho, and to help that culture
achieve Its potential.
Ceniceros described the
Movimento Estudiantll Chicano de
Aztlan, the BSU Chicano organization, as a "self-help organization
- a support system" for the
SpanIsh-speaking community on
campus and In the area. There are
thousands of Hispanics living In
the Boise valley at present.
"As large a population of
Chicanos as we have In Idaho,
there's a high dropout rate from
~I,"
cenlceros commented,
adding that Idaho's educational
environment can be "allenatlng,1
to Hispanic students. "Teachers
prepare themselves to go out and
teach, with no understanding or
awareness of the Chicano culture
and its effect on the economy of
Idaho."·
_.
The first step In solvlntl
difficulties In education for the
Chicano people, said MECHA
member Sabino Lopez, Is "to
, define all those obstacles that
force them' out of school financial, housing, or just plain no
support or Interest."
Toward. the financial end,
MECHA plans to- bring Maria
Campos, who works for Outreach,
a labor Department bureau, on
campus October 2 as a guest
speaker for an organizational
dinner, 6:00 pm at the Minority
Cultural
Center. campos will
bring Information on educational
funds, available through the Labor
Department, for dependents of"
agricultural
workers. Ceniceros
said these and a good deal of other
funds "have never been tappedwe've got to give exposure to this
kind of thing."
As far as housing, Lopez hopes
to "find some method of supplementing funds ~or dorm living"
from the same sources. Lopez Is
also organizing a "Chicano communlty Car Pool" to shuttle BSU
Chicano students who live In the
Canyon County area to and from
school.

II

II
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Lopez will give general
information
and referral
for
MECHA In the Minority Cultural
Genter on University Drive, 11 am
to 1 pm Mondays.
throug!l
Thursdays. The club, In addition
to the dlflner this Friday night. will
sponsor fu'ndralslng
luncheons,
and plans to host a third annual
Seman a Chicano
festival
on
campus.
By these events and services,
Lopez Said, . the club hopes to
•'raise the self.,a,Wareness of where
we stand as students, and support
...
continuing cultural activity.
We wish to let them know there is
a MECHA club."
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Pavlov & Pavilion

by Patrick Cox
Idea that rolleges should be farm
Sowe had open hearings. Keiser
clubs for the NBA and the NFL.
said weeks ago that the board
Now If you want a local team and
would vote for the fee increase.
you want to support It, that's fine
The hearings never had any real
with me, but of all the poverty
purpose, other than making the
stricken strata to pick to pay for it,
student body feel like they had
why, oh why, should the student
something
to do with the
class foot the bill? What would be
.decision-making process. I hate to
the reaction if the student fees
be the one to break It to you, but
included $36 for opera ana the
you don't. Before any hearings or
president
wanted to raise it
accurate polling, President Keiser
another $80 to pay for a new opera
had .made up his mind that the
hall? - Would It be Justice that
board was in favor of the pavli!on.
everybody that want~ a degree
Nevertheless, one more time I'll
had to subsidize the opera for
try to explain the real issues at
thoSe that wanted it?
What
stake. The real issue Is a variant
reasoning justifies It? If an opera
of the old taxation
without
or a sporting event cannot pay for
representation
issue.
Let's
itself through voluntary donations
suppose for a .moment that a
and gate, then why the hell should
. majority of the student·body wants
the students pay the difference?
the pavilion, not that I believe It.
If you would like to get
Idea of
Would
It really
make any
the severity of the times, go to the
difference? Is the real Idea behind
librarY and ask for Information on
democracy the idea that 51% can
the effects of the 1 % initiative. It
get 49% to subsidize the majority?'
is truly astounding; the cut-backs
The point Is that people with
would cripple our already weak
power are forcing peoplewtthout
facility. It takes money to provide
power to feed their coffers. I,f you
a good library and the quality of
believe that' the board and the , the library affects the reputation of
Bronco AttJletlc Association have'
the university and your degree.
the democratic right to make the'
We are paying for our future and
minority of the student body that . the marketability of our degrees,
don't support the pavilion pay for
but President Keiser and the
it, then it follows that slavery was
board want to contract the school
a democratic Institution, seeing
In to a 14 million dollar pavilion.·
that !>Iackscomprisedoniy 10% of
What moral right do they have?

FROM
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BSU president, "student funds
would be the most likely source,
rather than university money."
/J.s far as other assistance, such as
spaceon campus, Mercy said "it's
tough to say right now what we
can provide."
When . education school faculty
move their offices from houses in
outlying areas of the campus to the
neweducatlon
building In 1979,
stated Herb Runner, administrative assistant to the executive
vice-president,
the university
might be able to offer the center
"one rather ,. small house" to
relieve rent expenses, but '" don't
think it would be adequate, unless
they have the money to fix It up. If
they don't have the funds, that
won't bs much of a solution," he
said.
Burkhart said she also considered
the proposed pavilion as a
possibility for future day care

P. 1

working capital In January. "That
stili leaves those three months,"
she commented.
One method of dealing with the
Immediate situation could be the
establishment of a charitable fund
for the center, with an emergency
fund framework possible "wlthin a
few weeks," said Prush-Parlor.
Glenn Selander,· a BSU English
Professor, said he had been
contacted by the people at. the
center to "lobby
with the
administration to Include the day
care center In the budget as a line
item." He added, "I think a day
care center ought to be supported,
If not in fUll, then at least to some
extent by the university."
"If they do seek funds," said Lee
Mercy, executive assistant to the

-.-.-<-.--- ~._._---.-.-,...----~-

facllltles."U
(students) are going
to pay $40 a semester . . . there
should be something In there for
day care. The welfare of the child
should be in the minds of the
peopie .who are planning the
pavilion," she said.
Even if iong term goals are met,
the center will stili have to rope
with the period between OCtober 1
and January 1. Prusha-Parlor said
she will "do what I can" with the
parents' association to keep the
present staff. '" really appreciate
the kind of security my son has
here." She expressed confidence
that "we'll survive, but It might be
nice to survive with a little
continuity in our child care."
Though she faces the prospect of
working for free or next to it,
Burkhart shares the optimism. "1
think things are going to work out
okay - somebody's going to take
pity on us and help out."
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idea behind tDemocw.cy that 51%
can gd 49% to j.ubj.idiu:. tfu. ·ma;o'l.ity.

In Europe, Mrica, the MidEast, .Asia, the Americas...
.
Morrison.Knudsen
is at work, changing the shape. of the
future .. An innovator and leader in the vital construction engineering field for over 65 years, M-K is the proven professional team for such demanding projects as enerqy re- ,
sources development, mining .. marine assignments, hospitals,
industrial and commercial structures, pipelines, tran~portation
and much more.
.'

that peoplE. with pown au. (owing
. ju:op(E.· wlthoutpoWE.'I.. to feed thel'l. cof(eu ..

ls.

colonial' population .. : surety
"II tell you the difference
someone out there must have
between an athlete and a jock. An
reached a more enlightened state . athlete
Is someone that Is
than that. But mind you I have not
disciplined and -dedlcated enough'
conceded that a majority of
to excel at a sport.
I admire
students support the pavilion, I
athletes in this sedentary society.
merely pointing out how Irrelevant
A Jockis Someonethat thinks that
the question of majority opinion is
everyone that doesn't support
in this case. It is doubly irrelevant
men's,athletics Ie deviant. I think
considering the fact that the board
the Idea that eve~body should pay
has no obligation and in this case
to make BSU a better farm club for
no inclination to: follow student
protesslonat athletics is a jock
•.
1 sentiment.
attitude. I lift weights, run, am
.~ What is the reasoning behind the
heterosexual and eat meat, but I
[
obligatory $36 a year Contribution
just ~'t see why I should buy a
'[!..' to athletics that I make every year'? . pavilion that wouldn't make It in
f Don't take. It for granted. Most the real world of ~s and profits.
lC'
schools give their student body a
Who needs it?
1
choice as to whether or not they
want to subsidize collegfj sports by
I' making the activity card non-compulsory. What IS the philosophy

,.'

We have a commitment to tomorrow's needs ... TODAY ... and
seek forward·thinking people to join our team and meet the tremendous challenge of the future.

am

MORRISON.KNUDSEN . we care' about Tomorrow and YOU'R
part In it. On-campus
interviews will be held October 11 &
12. For those who would like to discover our World, contact your career placement office today to arrange" your appointment.
.
.

-~.

MORRISON.KNUDSEN COMPANY, INC.
•

'1.

,.

Box 7808
Boise, Idaho 83729
Equal Opportunity Employer
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that Justifies the taxation of all
students for the sake of thoSe that
are involved
in athletics?
I.'.,..Somehow .loon't think that the
J
point of democracy is to get the
[' majority or In this case the
i'
entrenched to agree on something
(': and then rip off everybody else to I
pay for it.
\'
I've been pondering this a priori
i, connection between big time
sports and the rollectlve university. As far as I can tell it is Just
part of the Greco-ROmanheritage
of western civilization.
But
somewhere along the line things
got turned around. Originally, the
gymnasium was considered an
essential part of education given
the philOSOphythat a sound body
is necessary fora sound mind. I
agree with that "philosophy but
somehow the tradition has been
extended to spectator' sports.
Considering the physical condition
of the average student, we would
be well off if we returned to the
orighial concept. I challeng~ the
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G.rI'Qt. Dr.akfast At \\.
MAMA HARklS SNACK DAR .\
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This'coupon entitles you to 26¢ off· the
pure..hOS.e of eye.-ope.ne..r special p.riot
9 AM offer expires OC!4
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CAREER &- FINANCIAL SERV ICES
ACADEMIC
Applications
are currently
being
accepted by the University
California's Lawrence Livermore Laboratory for
Summer research appointments at
Livermore, California. Some programs
that will be offered Include:
Laser
Fusion, National Resource Development, MagnetiC Fusion Energy and
Whitney.

0'

0'

Hundreds
High school students
from Idaho and Oregon participated In
the 11th Annual High School Debate
Workshop last Saturday. Sponsored by
the BSU Communication Department,
the WQrl<shop featured speakers on
energy, this year's high school debate
topic, and a sampledebate.

AMP'US

PSULE

On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings there will be a counselor
available In the Counseling Conter,
LibrarY Am. 247. Irnrn 6:00 to 9:00 om.
this SOIViceis free to students who are
ial<lng six credit hours or more. Please
~
appointment by calling extension

The Summer Employment Program
has a two-fold obJective.
Firsl, It.
permits such summer employees to'
apply their academic backgrounds 10

ETCETERA
ORGANIZATIDNS
Indian AwarenesS Day on Campus is
septennber 27. The Mlnorlly Cultural
center will be open tonight from 5 to 7
pm serving Indian tacos with beverages
for $1.75.

1601.

The State Board of Education will
In Moscow on ctober 5 and 6.
Among Items on the BSU agenda will
be whether to finance on on-campus
pavilion by raising student fees.

moot

FilSB5U
The ASBSU senate meets
Wednesdays at 4:00 pm In the senate
Chambers on the second lloor of the
'I SUB. All interested students are
",encouraged to attend.

PI Sigma Epsilon, BSU's Marketing
and Business fraternity, is sponsoring a
panel discussion entitled "Marketing Where the Action Is", at 8:00 pm~
Wednesday, Oct. 4 In the senate
Chambers of the SUB. The panel wll
inciudeGarI Bailey, Division Marketing
Manager at Mountain Bell; Barbara
West, Sonlor Product Manager with
Ore-Ida Foods; and Philip obenchain,
president of Cline Advertising.
An
Informal ooffae hour will follow the
discussion. All BSU students and
faculty mennbers are Invited to attend.

The University Democrats are
Involv'9d in a "Truby Train" event
Wednesday and Thursday nights at
5:30 pm. The train wlllles'{e the Idaho
State Historical Museum and make a
tour through Boise, with IIrst district
Congressional condldate Roy Truby
speaking at. several stops. Further
Information can be gollen at 344-7373.
Regular meetings of the University
Democrats are held Wednesdays In the
SUB from 4:00 to 6:00 prn. Democratic
candidates for office will be featured
during
the next few weeks as
sCheduling permits. Mike Wetherell,
candldllle for Idaho Allorney General,
'NUlappear at tonight's meeting. Check
SUB video sChedule or Info boOth for
location. there are also plans to have
a registrar come to
and register
Interest students for the upcoming
Novennber electlon.

Th,e Boise State University
Department of English has announced
thO selactlon of Rhonda J. Boothe and
James R. Just as student editors of the
campus 'literary magazine, the cold
Drill, for 1976-1979.
Boothe, who has majored In English
at BSU as well as studying theatre arts,
art, and geophysics,
worked as
Cold-Drill editor for two years prior to
this year's selection. She attended high
sChool In Kellogg, Idaho and enjoys
backpacking and weaving.
Born near Firth, Idaho, James Just
worked in military Journalism while
enllSjed in the Marine Corps before
attending Boise State University. He
also has had experience in radio and
tel avis Ion '~rk.

asu

practical researCh problems resulting in
worthwhile work experience. Second, Ii
benefits the Laboratory by brlngln6
fresh ideas and new approaches to
current sclentilic problems.
Those persons Interested may obtain
an application package and more
in'ormatlon 'rom Gareer and Financial
services Olllce, Room 117, Administration Building. Application deadline
has been set for December 1, 1978.

Northwest Graduate School of Managennent will be visiting the Boise State
campus Wednesday, october 18, from
1:00 p.rn, to 4:30 p.m, to provide
Information on their Graduate Programs.
Programs
Include:
Masters of
Managennent Degree, and Management In Business, Health Education,
Transportation and Public Services.
Northwestern desires B.S. or B.A.
majors and preferrence will be given In
the following order: Alumni, December
grads, May grads, summer grads,
seniors, [untors. sophomores and
freshmen.
tnterested persons may contact career
and Financial services, Room 117,
Adllllnistration Building.

The University of Oregon College of
Business will visit the Boise State
campus October 25, Wednesday, 'rom
8:30 a.rn. to 12:00 to provide
information on Its graduate programs.
Interested persons may contact Career
and Financial services, Room 117,
Administration
Building for further
information.
One of the most ooinmon requests In
career coufl5O:Ing Is, "What fields will
offer the best opportunities
for
employment when·1 graduate?"
<
Unforumately,the

OCcuPational Out-

lOOk Handbook and other commonly
used references have seriouS limitations for many' of our Idaho students
who prefer to remain within their
hometown, Idaho, or the NorthWest.
The published rehirenceil
present
national data which may hot accurately
reffect the geographic area In whiCh the
student Is Interested.

,E
OPTONICA' AUDIO ~OMPON~:rs-l
:..

We have found that the "Problem
Approach"
Is useful In Identifying
career opportunities that should have
good potential for the next five or six
years.. Simply stated, this approach
Involves Identifying the major social,
economic, environmental, and eddcational prablenns whiCh are reCeiving.
Increasing media and public attention
and lookl!1g at careers. that might best
serve to oodress these problems. '
Thus a growing concern' for the
"basics." In public education strongly,
suggests good prospects for reading,
math, and English teachers.
A community lacing rapid population
growth can expect Increased opportunIties for careers In the building trades
and In retail and servl.ceoccupations. A
community with grOWing crime prob. terns will probably
create more
opportunities for police and security
'personnel and for aatcsperscns for
securlty devices.
"
lt Is ,generally surprising how many
Ideas students wlli come up with using
this approach. The careers Identified
can be researChed by the student to
determine' which' ones' might fit that
Individual's unique talents, Interests
and goals.

Based 011 faculty recommendations,
the BSU Student Grants and Fellowships Commillee will screen' potential
candidates for the Harry S. Truman
Memorial SCholarship. This scholarship Is awarded on the basis of merit to
students who will' be oollege Juniors
during academic year 1979-80 and who
have outstanding potential for .Ieadership In government. If you wish to be
oonsldered for nomination,
please
oontact your department chal rperson.
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BSU's two nomlneas will be selected
by Friday, Novenneber 17, 1978. The
nomlneas will, than take a 3-hour
qualifying test and write a eoo-word
essay irldlcating hls./her Intended area
of. pUblic service and specifying how
his/her current acadennlc program will
assist In reaching that goal.
Each
nominee will also be required to s~bmlt
to William Mach, Chalrman of the
Student Grants and Fellowships CommillOO supporting documents. Including
academic reoords and wrillen recommendlllions from faculty and jndlvldu'als who can discuss the candldllle's
potential for a career In pl!bllc SOIVlce.
Nomos of BSU'a nomlneas plus all
supporting documents will be submitted to the· Truman Foundation, by
Dccennber 8. one sCholarship per state
'will be, awarded. Winners from eaCh,
stille . will be announced by tho
Foundlllioo In the Sprlllll of 1979.
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INTERVIEW :Vilson Riles
by Chuck Bufe
Wilson Riles, California's
Superintendent of Public Instruction, and an ex officio member of
that state's board of regents, came
to Boise last wee: to aooear at a
fundraiser for Idaho's Superintendent of Public Instruction. Rov
Truby, who is attempting to
unseat Representative
Steve
Symms. During his brief visit,
Truby's campaign staff arranged
for the Arbiter to interview Riles.
Superintendent Riles .explained to
us that he knew Truby, whom he
described as a man of "integrity, "
and "the kind of man we need" in
public office, through a professional association; he also had
some very interesting things to say
about the effects of the One-PerCent Initiative on California's
educational system:

Let me give you an example: san
Francisco, which was considered a
high-Wealth district, if there had
been no ball-out ... they would have
had to cut back 60 per cent of their
budget. Beverly Hills (would have
had to cut back) 63 per cent, and
so on. The so-called "poor"
districts, the state was, already
helping the, and their cut-back
would have been less, about 20 per
cent. So, yet I would say that in
one way' you could adjust it
(equallzatlon of funding), If the
state takes over full funding, but
we were accomplishing
that
anyhow. In my view, I certainly
felt that the inequities In the tax
structure should have been handled, but I think they should have
been handled by the legislature.

ARBITERWhat
effect has the
One-Per-cent Initiative had on
California's school system? Has It
forced you to cut back on many
programs, and If so, which ones?
RILEsWe had to cUt back In the
elementary and secondary schools
about ten per cent on this year's
budget because of Proposition 13;
the- cuts would have been' much
greater if we had'nt had a $7
billion surplus In the state
treasury. We were able to get two
billion of that.
Even after the
,ball-out We had to adjust for about
800 rnnllon.
ARBITERWhat types ofprograrns
were cut ~
RILES
Well, we eliminated
summer schools first off the bat,
and .. :.there's a hiring freeze on,
and then there were some
peripheral. cuts, like laying off
custodians and what we call
"classltled personnel." We were'
able to maintain the core of the
school program. The, question
becomes what do you do next year '
and In the yeaTsafter, because you
can't depend on having a surplUS
every year to bail you out. __

forward to going to school 'this fall.
If something has to be cut back,
pleasedon'tcut out the kindergarten; if you have to cut sornethlrq,
cut the twelfth grade." And that
bothers me. It says In a crisis that
human beings are likely to
, cannibalize each other. That's why
I hope that other state facing a
readjustment or realignment of
their property tax ... ought to do
that in a systematic way where
there's adequate discussion and
where the. needs of everyone are
considered. Otherwise, we tend to
hurt those who are powerless. For
example, let's take summer
schools; we cut out summer
schools, the only exception being
handicapped
kids and kids who '
needed one or two courses to
graduate. But there are a number
the state where the
AIiBITER Have you had to cut back of areas
parents' got together, went to the
on klnqergarten programs?
school people, and said "will you
allow us to use the school
buildings?" They simply went out
and hired teachers and had
summer SChOOl
.... (Itcost) $150 per
parent. OK, fine, for those who
are affluent, but what about those
parents who couldn't afford It?

in

MORE BLOOD

ARBITER
What effect
has
Proposition 13 had, and what
effects is It going to have, on
California's system of colleges and
universities?

RILES It already has had an
RILES No, we didn't; once we cut
impact.
The most immediate
aut the slimmer schools and adult
Impact is (that there are) no snIary
education, and then took what
increases at all, for anyone.... alaveraged out to be a ten percent
ready some of the Eastern
cut, we were able 10 maintain
universities
are beginning to
(kindergarten
programs). You
reminded me, though, of a letter I attempt to recruit professors from
the University of California I
got - I got many, over 2000 after
don't think many have gone yet,
passage of Proposition 13•... peobut If this continues, we're simply
pie saying what to do or whatnot
going to lose them. And whet:!you
to do - and I was very disturbed
begin to lose your faculty, who are
by those letters" not so much about
the
heart of the university, then
their contents, but everybody
the quality of your instruction I~
spo!<efrom their ownvi~int,
which added up 10 "protect 1'!lE!, , going to suffer.... It's easier to
tear thoSethings down then it 13 to
and to hell with everybody else."
build them back up. they have had
Ithink one letter Is typlcal ... lt was
other cut-backs, libraries and so
a mother who wrote to say "Mr.
ARBliER You anticipated my next Riles, I have a five year 01, my
on, but the main on~ has been the
Question.
freezing of all salaries.
oldest boy; he's been looking
RILES
We're
doing so~e
studies .••W1th the ball-out we ve
moved from state funding of
educatlOfl being 40
cent, as It
was before (Proposition) 13, to (It
being) 71"'per cent. The question
then has to come, If ,the state
assumesfull funding of education,
what does that do to the1,043locaJ .
boards? VVhat kind of power are
they going to have? VVhat about
local control? Personally, I believe
In a maximum of local control. I
would hate to see the state try to
operate the systern centrally. We
have 4 million students (and)
200,000 teachers; I think it WOUldbe unmanageable. The question
comes to whether we can really
assume full fiscal responsibility for
the schools and at the same time
maintain local control. I hope we

.\
.J

per

,'J

can ....
ARBITER Can you see some
possible advantage to Proposition
13, in that it might lead to
equalization of school funding?

~-

i.

RIL.ES Well, not for California,
because last year r before we got
13, the legislature addressed that
after many years...the leglslat~re
passed a bill called A.B. 65 which
set up a strategy. to equalize
education by 1980, and we were
alreadY moving in that direction.
Now what happened with 13, was
that.1t upset that whole program.
The so-call "rich"
districts,
- becuaseyou cut at their resources.

3 accord between Prime Minister
Ian Smith, BishopAbel Muzorewa,
the Rev. Ndabanlngi Sithole and
Chief Jeremiah Chlrah that
established the transitional government is "an unjust settlement."
It predicts that the
government Is incapable of holding "fair and free elections" to
turn the country over to majority
rule. Instead, It suggests that the
settlement be replaced by the
Anglo-American proposals that set
out clearly the terms for a
"constitution prOViding a democratically elected government."
The reports, Issued with the
bishops' approval, is contributing
to the turmoil that has intensified
since Joshua Nkorno's guerrillas

Pacific News Service
(Becauseof the Rhodesian governments restrictions on press correspondents in the country, the
author of this article wishes to
remain anonymous.)
salisbury, Rhodesia - The six
Roman Catholic bishops In Rhodesia and the influential Catholic
Justice, and Pease Commission
contend that the December eleotions to establish majority rule will
never be held.
They also assert that the
transitional government is failing
and predict that unless a just
settlement is reached the turmoil
in the country will turn Into one of
Africa's worst bloodbaths.
The commission says the March

eJ11
pay:
'you to
ride
It's worth 50¢ to Introduce you to Boise Urban Stages ,BUS, for short.
More Bolseans than ever are turning to pub'lIC tr;msportatlon because
wo're Improving servIce every year. As rider revenues .lncrease, service
will get better than ever. That's why we think this offer Is a good
Investment. We believe that once you get on BUS you'll stay on.
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(DOt< YOUR LOVELIEST

FOR

s
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t

Tako the short cut
for fall

Wen' your hal' in the latoststyle with a short
geomottic cui that glvosyour, h~lr body and
bounce.

Hair folia into place

great

day.

all

easily

and loolul

CO-oWNERS,

or

AUTUMN'S loo!t of
softn099
body and soft waves to your hair with a
special body permanent that gives your haIr
subtle curte. You' hair will bo easior to man-

Add

Bg0800

beautitul

tc look 01-

or
The sexy siren look ••• or
that of Disco doll.
'
At the Hair Tree our
professionals can handle It.
Specialized Styling for
Sirs & Hers

1

DQth Duratto and
Judy Miller

OperatorSlTonl Moon, Kathy Doll,
Mona' Coatos Judy Dogln, Richard
TurnupSeod.Shl,loy Cattoll, Darbara
Campbell '
Autumn Frost Special
with CondlUonor ,
Now Ihru Sept. 30th

$HJoCl

I

---------~-~-~----~------Please send two free ride passes and Informal

from .:

-'--,---,-,-,---:_
NAME OF THE GENERAL

Noma

VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER

Address _-,-

10366 FAIRVIEW
For Appointment

10 -kl-#-A..L---:::--:-:--AREA

~_..:.
-=:-

+_!

----'

-----

Zip ~

,.::cA=R=B=_

STREET

WE CAN GET YOU THEREI
Boise Urban

Stages

P,O, Box 9016/ Boise, ID 63707
Telephone: 336-1010
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Fram The

fora tax write off on toe tree
martini lunch. I'd be the last guy
~r--r.__ .
in favor of undermining the last
Incentive left. for the great
American managerial. class. HIecupl
Here's thecllnclter, on page two,
just below the picture 'of Steve
beaming alongside. Retired Army
General John Slnglaub, vociferous
Hughes
critic of the neutron bomb
The main point, however Isn't that
cancellation,
a small column
Steve Is just one of the boys when " begins with the lead, "One of the
his back needs scratching, no the
most Important pieces. of leglslsfocus has to be on the content of
tlon I Introduced this year..... "
his reports from Washington.
Within the meager space provided
VVheredoes one begin with such
Steve· extols the merits of this
drivel? Perhaps the "official
resolution calling for a Constitubusiness" address stamp next to . tlonal amendment limiting federal
the Congressman's smiling countaxation and calling for a balanced
tenance. Maybe
the
"Dear
federal budget. Time for a session
Friends" letter on the first page
with the hlstorlens, Congressman.
which sermonizes about how
The last time the federal budget
O:Jngressstili has a long way to go
was balanced was Just before the
since many politicians "have poor
regard for the citizens who pay
governn:rents bills." Don't stop
there Steve, lay !t on thick! yoo,
yes tell rna about the House tax cut
that you describe as real tax relief
for American taxpayers, Just leave
out the part dealing with who
those Americans
are. Don't
mention the fact that the giant
corporations will get the lion's
share of the relief, although, to
your credit, the blurb did mention
WMPlt-G ()(Jf NEW OCAS
that"over-burdenedhomeowners"
I
,
will be allowed a one-time,
~~~:Slg~'
~ ~~evpu~C:
exclusion of $100,000 of any gain. '
President
and Viewed
today
as one
on the sale .ot a principal
of
the causes
of' the
flnanclal
residence. Sweet Lord In heaven,
wlthout that deduction how wOuld
collapse. With the government
all those people ever get to'
now employing a substantially
greater portion. of the workforce
Bermuda for llolflng in the winter
and government subsidies shoring
months? Yes sir' I'm with you
ltloal l d st I'
Congressman, ,what would a free
up en I I~ us r eii,. any move to
society' by without' buslnessrnan
balance
bound,
in
,
the
long the
run.budqet
to hurtISthose
same'
who can chisel a poor sap like me
special inter~ts that put you In

!!!~~_

by M.
Numerous' viewers of the
evening news were Justifiably
outraged a few weeks ago after
witnessing a story from the
nations Capitol concerning the
number of pieces of mail stacked
~lIing
high in the legislative office
boildlng. This outpouring represented
the last chance for
'incumbent Congressmen toone up
their opposition by burdening
every Tom, Dick and Mary with
newsletters extolling what great
statesmen extolling what great
more than a few embellishments
of their legislative achievements.
All of this is done, of course, at
taxpayers' expense and comes on
the heels of new laws which will
greatly curtail such gushings. But
for Idahoans this event had special
signiflcance,because it offered a
rare glimpse' into a world many of
the people. of this state thought
was reserved for liberal scally
wags Intent upon the ruination of
the Federal treasury through their
wantonly wastefuf ways. So who
should emerge in the thick of this
n~
........
" 0th er than 0Id M r. "Tak e a
bite out of big governlTlel1t,"
Congressman Steve Symms! And
to think that all this time voters in
. ct h
h h
, th e home preom S' t oug t t ey
had a true friend and watchdog
protecting them from govern~t
excesses. Not so when It comes to
the advantaaes of incumbency.

Elections
in Brazil

Gra•• yKnall

The Villi.

,.~~.~.=:";-;_~

board with that one, say the
Keynesian forecasters.
And such jubilation over the
by Nina Wallerstein
death of the Consumer Protection
Pacific News8ervlce
Agency, a victory described as one
SAO PAULO, Brazil - The
for those "who bellEl'/9 In limited • impending Nov. 15 elections In
government."
This paragraph
Brazil could signal an Important
ends with this laudable sentence, new trend for this country, the
"The beSt consumer protection
continent's major Industrial powwill always be free choice In the
er, and for Latlfl America as a
marketplace among many prowhole: a shift from decades of
duets." Right on bro, If,l want to
authoritarian'
military rule to
tear down the street sipping on a civilian demoCracy.
sacharrln flavored cola' looking
While the next president 01' Brazil
sharp in my new Pinto while my will be general, as the chief
hair spray keeps my hair In place executive has been for 14 years,
and my scalp pores clogged,
the two leading candidates are
where the hell does Uncle
get clearly generals with difference.
the Idea I need protection? NoOne,
Gen. Joao Baptista de
consumer Agency can' solve
Oliveira Figueiredo, is the handproblems like a rear ender in a picked candidate of out-golng
.Pinto can!
President Ernesto Geisel and Is
\M1ere, oh where Is Symms' committed to a gradual Iiberaliza.
opponent Roy Truby to reply to tion supported by the ruling party.
such garbage? Good question. Has ,The other, Gen. Euler Bentes
anyone called Mountain Search Monteiro, Is the candidate of the
and Rescue? We've got an opposition Brazilian Democratic
invisible candidate on our hands or
Movement (MOB), an array of
at best one with Leon Spinks as
Increasingly powerful civilian and
chief strategist. Tell me Roy, how military fac1ions that demands a
does one overcome a substantial quick return to civilian rule and a
lead by the Incumbent with
number of llberal programs.
literature describing you as a
In addition, the election will
"thinking moderate?" Gee, I may decide the future make-up of the
not like moderates but 'thinking
congress, which looks as if It might
moderates' ... 1'11 have to ponder fall Into the hands of the
that one. Just between you and me opposition party.
Roy, do you really expect people to
In the context of Latin american
pull that lever next to the name military dictatorships, the election
Truby based on such intangible
itself Is almost as significant as its
qualities. Holy ' mackeral man t hi s' outcome. Just three years ago,
is the Incumbent you're running such a contest would nave seemed
agalnst! Take some of the advice unimaginable,.as would the recent
the ringside handlers were yelling
spate of .political activities, trade
abodt
SPindks,"You gotta go to thhe union strikes and the lifting of
y, 0 you hear me, to t e censorship that has preceded the'
. body!! l" Face. it, this namby election.
'pamby style might work
great at a
Man y 0bservers
.
ers att nlb ut e th e
teach.ers conference or at PT~, new ~litlcal.activlty
In ~razH to

sam

a

=lOr:; ~~
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The only Job you'll
hold
campalgn,lt doesn t a Jimmy the, ,which has sown disaffection
.'
d
I
..
Greek,
to
prognosticate.
your among both workers and industriK
IS emonst~at ng YO-YOS outside
destiny ....
laid out on'a platter alists
.
: '...
826 M"'IN S7i E
giant shopptng centers! (like Gen.
with an apple in your mouth at the
.
• Ii\::
- 'R ET OLDALEXANDERS
342-6909 .
head of the guest of hOllor table at
The "miracle" which lasted five
·.H,,:'
1'1
BLDG.
S·109Iaubl..) Back to t h e .d rawmg
.
,.....
the Steve symmsre-election bash. years, catapulted.Brazll to promiI'd hate to see it since, in the nence among developing nations.•
words of a wizened comedian, The 10 percent economic growth,
"You might have some potenti'aI."
rate between 1968 and 1973 gave
Drop the tlred blood routine and rise to a vast new working class '
make like an attack dog.
ripe for unionization.
The
industrial
work force tripled
between 1964 and 1978.
Thesourcesof.two articles printed
But In recent years the growth
in theArbHer last week were
rate has steadily declined, dropinadvertently omitted. The front
ping by 50 percent in 1977.
page article on Nicaragua was
Industrialists feel dispossessed,
written by Elizabeth Farnsworth,
claiming the economic campaign
and was', reprinted from the
primarily benefited forelgn-owned
International Bulletin, P.O. Box
multinationals.· And the growing
4400, Berkeley, CA. 94704 (It
labor unions also have grown
appears be-weekly and it cost $12
angry, as real salaries depreciated
per year for a subscription). The
by more than 50 percent.
other article on Nicaragua, on
CO NT. PAGE
15
,page 7, was supplied by Pacific
New Service.
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WATCH THE

BOISE STATE-MONTANA STATE

GAME ON THE BIG SCREEN THIS SATURDAY

1555 Broadway.
Boise, Idaho ~..--====-......, .......
_ .........
-l~

Custom Frames

344-3691.

Wheel.Building

ulligans' d ng the' show
2 or 1 shots

Touring Gear

D

Pick Up aolae' Cycling
Club Fell RId. lIyer end
Shop F!llll.lpeclaia Sh.8t __
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their will, the transitional gov8m..
ment-Is building more - despite
promises that the areas will be
CaNT.
FROM PAGE.5
done away with.
"sbct hown an Air RhodeSia plane
-About 130 blacks - out' of the
Sept. 3 and were blamed with
1,000 held, before the Internal
killing 10 of the survivors.
agreement - stili are detained In .,
Smith announced Sept 10 that
camps without benefit of a triaL
limited martial law would be
-Nq
Independent investigation
imposed, that Internal. groups
has been held Into the fate of
associatedwith terrorism would be
persons Who have "simply dis"liquidated,"
and that zambia
appeared."
and MOzambique might be Invad-:-A ceasefire, one of the two
ed.: He said general mobilization
principal objectives of the agreewas being considered.
The Catholic commission, rnent., has not been achieved.
Sithole's appeal for guerrillas to
however, charges: "Instead of
lay down their arms and return
leading to a ceaseflre, the signing
home has been ignored.i'Home,
of the Salisbury agreement Itself
In any case, .means the nearest
has caused an escalation of the
war with the added risk of further
internal comflict."
. Most Rhodesians, It says, are
convinced, despite his specific
denials, that Smith has "something up his sleeve."
The commission says "gangs of
armed bandits who are difficult to
identify and cannot De related
either to Security Forces of
guerrillas" are terrorizing the
tribespeople. Sithole and army
commander Gan Peter Walls
comflrmed recently that former
guerrillas are acting as auxiliaries
to the Security Forces in some
areas of Rhodesia. '
Furthermore, the commission
says it has "ample evidence" that
the Security Forces over the past
few years engaged in brutality,
torture and indiscriminate killing. '
"We know that the often-heard .
claim that the people of the tribal
trust janos fear the soldiers more
than the guerrillas is true. How
can the Security Forces therefore
supervise free democratic elections? Since: the signing of the
agreement the wrath of the
Security Forces has been unabated."
Theforees, Hie commission said
have killed 32'3 Africans referred
to variously. as i 'terrorists,"
"collaborators, ", "curfew break··
ers," and "civilians" caught in

Rhodesia

crossfire.

MARGUL.I~S

WHITE MIRldlTY

1IUL1 IRII1FllfCA .

PLRCE
I'LL

BETS.

police station or Rhodesian army
camp."
-Rhodesia facesa serious squatter
problem in the cities. Refugees of
the war in the bush are building
shanty towns and causing serious
health problems.
-111e government continues. to
. deport missionaries, has failed to
ease racial discrimination and has
not lifted
bans on certain
newspapers.
-And, the transitional g0vernment, .both black .and white,
appears to be more concerned with
Pestoring White confidence "than
with guiding all the people of the
. country towards a new social
order. "
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Fabulous! That's the
word for a sale like this.
,Now you can celebrate at
MAURICES biggest
OCTOBEB
GOLDEN VALUE
EVENT
ever.

JUST LOOK AT OUR
EXCL.OSIVE PRESENTATION
. OFVALUE F,NDS FOR FALL!

.

• l.rf a -recent

incident, th~'
commission noted that one guerrilla and 42 tribespeople were
killed. If' 'such tactics become
acceptable to those fighting the
. war, ther reports says, the
bloodshed could be on a scale not
. yet witnessed In Rhodesia and
could become one of the worst
slaughters in Africa.
, 111edocument charges that:
-Instead of dismantling the hated
protected villages,
In which
500.000 tribespeople live· aaainst

IT PAYS
TO BUY

4DLUE CHIP'
Known for more than a century
for its personalized service to,
policyholders; Connecticut
Mutual life Is the "Blue Chip"
Company. Our sole purposeis
to provlde the finest possible life
Insurance at the lowest.possible

cost.
So when you think of life
insurance, think "Blue Chip" ...
think Connecticut Mutual.

WEEK ONE:

•..

(in a series of Maurices Special
Purchase buys, that mean
Fashion Savings for you!)

\'
,..

705 North Eighth

P.O. Box 1637··

@
:2

n..

WHAT'S ON TOP •.•
adds. spice to everything you
own: Plck your top look from
our marvelous new selection of
Big Shirts that just arrived, for
this event! Sizes &~-L. Polycotton blends in Fall's new
dusty colors.
RegUlarly $16.00

1
CO'llvl, Turtleneck Sweaters
Regularly $12 ....••.••••.•

8.99

WEEK ONE
STOREWIDE SAVINGS:

8 .
.99
Fall Fashion Sweaters
14
Regularly $19 to $24 • • • • .. • .. .. .. . • . .99
Corduroy Pants
15• 99
Regularly $20.00 .••.•.•
". • . • . • • • • •

Striped Acrylic Sweaters

RegUlarly $12.00 •••• , • • • • • • • • • • • . • •

Down Ski Jackets.

Stephen H. Selekof

'V/J.
~

-

Regularly $48.00 ••.•.•••.••••••••.
Wool Blend Suits

Flegularly$78to $90 ••••••.•••••

;.

Boise, ldaho 83701 :~~::
Phone: (208)
Connecticut

342-6551

MutualLJfe ........'a ce."''''''

Thlt Blue Chip ComfWlY. Since 1845
...
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Editor, the Arbiter:

Editor, the Arbiter:

Inyour eciitorial of September 20,
1978, you posed S9\'eTaI questions
worth pondering.
Just as the
question .."should a pavilion be
built and pald for by student
fees?" may be too simplistic; so
the
question.
Believing the Pavilion question
too. is the assumption that a
.In
keeping
with
THE
to be of the utmost importance at
proposal for a multi-purpose
UNIVERSITY ARBITER'S responBSU at this time, THE UNIVER~
pavilion somehow means the
sibility to provide a forum torit's
SITY ARBITER has committed
University's priorities .are misreader's opinions, next week's
this page ro persons wishing to
aligned. I believe what might be
paper will provide a slmi/ar page,
make known their opinions on the
helpful to students and others In
J. F. Balentine, 11/
should response so dictate ~..proposed construction. A number
the university community Is a
those who wish to mes«
. of the opinions being printed this
better understanding
of the
Even if the pavilion can be totally
views known. All copy must be on
Editor, ·ttle Arbiter:
week are in direct response to last
financing of higher education in
funded outside the higher educathe
editor's
desk
prior
to
5:00
p.m.
week's editorial which raised a
the state of Idaho.
tion budget, however, Its conFriday, September 29.
Why Is IUhat whenever a.group
number of vital issues relating to
While it may be elementary to
struction decreases the likelihood
of people In Boise want to make
many, it could be helpful to some
of any other concurrent building
progress
there
is
always
another
programs every five years to
to know a bit more about the
program. BSU wili be seen to
Editor, the Arbiter:
group that wants to foul. up that
determine whether or not the
financial structure at BSU (and
have "gotten Its building" by
progress? The delay that has been
characteristics of literacy, public
other state-supported colleges and
those who must fund a .new
In her editorial on the Mu!ti-Purcaused
over
the
development
of
affairs, life-long. learning skills,
universitieS in Idaho). There are .
humanities facility or any of the
pose Pavilion, Sally Thomas
the pavilion is typical of the
and mastery of an academic
basically two tiers or columns of
other
necessary
additions
to
the
wrote, "Let the administration
backwards nature of Bolseans and
discipline are being !'!lparted to .
financial support undergirding
educational
resources of the
step forward with definite, specific
their
politics.
We
are
simply
each graduate. I also suggested.
Boise State: 1) State appropiraplans designed to promote the that a course explaining each campus.
trying to enlarge and improve our
tions, and 2) Student fees. The
goals of literacy, learning, and
school,
and
nuroerous
polls
have
Even
more
importantly,
however,
discipline's approach to knowState has assumed financial
academic achievement so badly
proved that students are in favor
none of the pavilion'S supporters
ledge be required before a major
responsibility for what is considneeded at Boise State University. "
of this expansion. Yet before any
and planners expect it totally to
could be setected..
I even
ered . direct
support
of -the
Thilt is a fair request, and I wish
action
can
be
taken,
there
is
pay its own way . There will still be
suggested the establishment of a
educational enterprise; l.e., Into list a few things I have Western Studies center for an
always
a
group
of
people
that
a projected $100 thousand cperatstruction and general institutional
suggested thus far. My opening'
oppose whatever action it Is. They
Ing deficit after revenues have
interdisciplinary approach to a
support.
However, the many
speech to the faculty was entitleci,
throw
a
wrench
into
the
gears
and
been
applied
to
malntalnance
major educational theme we all
programs which. typically charac"Boise State University:
An
jam .the mechanism - halting
costs. Where is this money to
share.
terize a "well rounded" edueaInstitution of Literacy,. Public
progress, creating unnecessary
come from every year. after the
tlonallnstitution
(music events,
Affairs, Learning, and AcademIc
delay,
spreading
confusion
and
pavilion Is completed? Every year
These and other specifics are my
theatre productions, lecture proAchievement."
There, and
generally Instigating tension. You
this money could support five to
plan for promoting the academic
grams, recreational activities,
subsequently, I have suggested
people must face the facts: Boise
seven faculty pbsitlons, library
goals I hope we all seek. To be
.athletic events, student organizathe following "definite, specific
State
needs
the
Pavilion
-and
not
acquisitions
or other crucial
certaIn that those who teach are
tions, Intra-mural activities, health
plans" by category.
just for SPORTS, but for edacademic needs. At a time when
properly housed, a new Arts and
servlces, residential facilities,
ucational purposes as well. And
the financial
future of the
Humanities Building is my numstudent program facilities, etc.)
Uterapy:
I defined literacy,
when
the
last
time
you
university. Is at best ambiguous,
ber one priority
from state
are the. responsibility of each
'suggested a plan to reform our
attended a good concert In Boise?
how can the pavilion's planners
appropriated funds.
(As you
college or university to develop,
core currlculum.. requested that
Was it at the Fairgrounds? . '.'
know, the state will not, and has w.is" to add even another $100
hence student fees. While It could
grade reports for each course not, bullt :auxiliary enterprises,
well,
that's
Impressing.'
.What
It
thousand to a budget threatened
probably be . debated that' the
I.nclude a place to comment 'on, 'like the pavilion, from state' with cutbacks? It seems obvious
really boils down to is you get what
above programs are a vital part of
communication skills, spoke to a funds.) Since many of the faculty
you pay for and only what you pay .
enough where the· money will
the. educational'. enterprise and
consultant on the subject of
for.
Too
much
time,
money
and
come . from. It seems obvious
presently officed In our relatively
.therefore eligible· for state fundliteracy, requested that each' new Library would move Into the
effort is wasted due to this loud
enough that the educational needs
ing, the fact remains that such
department require a writing
minority, this jam In the gears;
of BSU's. students cannot be
new Arts and Humanities Buildactivities and facilities do not
course at the junior
level,
and
I
hate
to
see
Boise,
with
its
served by a pavllionand may even
ing, once constructed, there would
receive ~y appreciable amount of
suggested a master's program In be ample room for expanding the
,great potential, develop backbe harmed.
state money. State support of the
the teaching of writing whose
wards due to the confusion and
Library's collection of books.
instructional program, however,
students could assist in underdelay created by the noise whined
Thomas R. Brooks
. I beileve that the Multi Purpose
does
constitute. a significant
graduate classes, and asked that
Asst. Prot.,
.by the unhappy few.
Pavilion fits, nicely Into th9S{3
contribution to each and every
the English Department consider
Department of English
academic plans, that I have
sending one of Its members to be
Joe Brennan student In attendance at an Idaho
Indicated what an educated person'
institution of higher education.
trained at the University of Iowa at
as well as a university i~, .and that
With this very scant introduction
the expense of the National
Editor, the Arbiter:
we have made our -recommendato the two main facets of funding.
Endowment for the Humanities to
tion on the pavilion In these terms.
Editor, the Arbiter:
become a writing
programs
at 6SU, it Is perhaps more evtdent
BSU students recently had an
I hope this answers some of the
coordinator at 'BoIse State Univerthat the University's curricular
opportunity to let student governquestions raised by Sally Thomas.
Your editorial was well done and
sity. In addition, I suggested to
priorities (state funding) and
ment and the State Board of
deserves a response.
the Editor of the Arbi(er that she
Education know where they stood' extra-currlcular priorities (UnlverJohn H. Keiser
On behalf of the Bronco Athletic
schedule a page or few pages to
on the pavilion. There W8S also sity-generated funding) are separPresident, Boise State University
Association, its Board of Directors
discuss the general topics of
of the total
the chance to gain further insight . ate, dimensions
and officers, I can unequivocally
literacy, public affairs, life-long
to the issue during the forums and
University program.
Editor, the Arbiter:
state that our philosophy has
learning, and academic achievethe open hearing held iast week.
been, and will continue to be, to
Iwould be rt:imissifi did not refer
ment during the entire year,
It is not too late to express your
Last week's Arbiter editorial
promote excellence in athletics at
to a third tier or' column of support
views.
I strongly urge every
1978-79.
challenges the various segments
Boise State University. To do so,
available to a college or university,
student, though you may be
Public Affairs: I defined it and of the campus and city communlrequires academic opportunities
viz, private giving. Alumni gifts,
pressed for time, to call the
suggested its mastery is necessary ties affected by the State Board's
for the student athletes.
The
special gifts and donations, trusts,
representatives in student gov't.
for an educated person.
I decision on the pavilion Issue to
individual, rather than the sport,
bequests, endowrJl9nts, etc., can
if you have time, write a letter to
requested that public affairs
speak out lest we find ourselves
is the number 0119' priority.
give a major boost to a college or
the State Board of .Education
colloquia be prepared by each saddled with an unwise or even Therefore, providing money and
university in helping to develop
where it wili do the most good.
school and required for graduaunwanted building only because time to Boise State's athletic
programs beyond the, level providI attended one forum and the
tlon. I further suggested a "book
we have been silent.
program enables the University to
ed for by state funding and
open hearing last week. I'm still
of the semester" be required
I do .not pretend to speak for the
use every available dollar for
student fees.
At Boise State,
unable to justify In my mind the
reading for all persons in these BSU faculty, but I do wish to raise
academics.
scnolarshlps, special prpgrarns,
heavy burden ot a $40. semester
colloquia in order to establish a two Ideas with which I hope my
As for the $4 million gift to the
some athletic funding and partial
increase the students will have to
common conversatIon on campus, colleagues and others may agree. , University for the multi-purpose
assistance for a proposed multicarry if the State Board approves.
an expanded public .Internship _.First, I believe that before student
pavilion, these monies wili neees- .This is especially true If you see no
purpose activity facility. 'are all
program, and cooperative curricufunds are committed to another
sarlly have to be raised from
provided through private gifts and
need for the pavlllon, but see a
lum development with the high
athletic facility primarily designed
buainesses and individuals in
grants to the University. We are
great need for academic improveschools In the area of civics to to present BSU teams to the public
Treasure Valley and throughout
all beneficiaries of this generous
ment.
Increase support for and particiwe need to re-examine
the
the State of Idaho that believe as
giving by the alumni and friends of
Ifind it hard to see the reasoning
pation in public life.
function of an athletic program In
we do .: that the pavilion Is an behind a move to Increase fees $40 BSU and, hopefully, as the years
university life. If athletics exlsts
absolute necessity equally benefigo by we can attroot more and
per semester for building
a
Life-long Learning Skills:
at BSU mainly to provide a small
cial to athletics and academics at
more such giving to supplemsnt
pavilion when the prospect of a
defined the term, suggested a percentage of male undergradu- . Boise State. Truly, there are no
state and student fee resources.
30% cut in the university budget Is
general library skills diagnostic ates with the experlehce of
strings attached.
However, to
My remarl<sare much too brief to
a very real possibility.
I don't
test, including the use of media, competitive sports and the rest of
generate funds of this magnitude
provide anything more than a
think the University should go in
for. all students and spoke to the us with various forms of gladitorlal
requires a rallying.cry such as the
. cursory look at higher education
two directions at thesarne time.
need for a Multi-Purpose Pavilion entertainment, then by all means
mum-purpose pavilion.
If the
financing. An understanding of
The malor support for the
tooffercllltural and entertainment
the pavilion is the thing.
.
students .and State Board of
·universlty financing, .however,
pavilion seems to be coming from
opportunities not now available.
If, on the other hand, an athletic
.Educatlon approve the project, we
may provide a clearer perspective
the student government and not a
The pavilion Is needed to help . program ideally PTQviclesequal. can and will fulfill our pledge.
on the question of. whether a
majority
of
the
students.
I
hope
form habits of attending, apprecl-and
u~lversal opportunities for the
proposal for an •'activity" building
the information received through
atlng, and evaluating cultural
cultivation of physical well-being,
Bronco Athletic Association
dlsruP.lSuniversity goals of literthe forums wlli be :-eflected to the
events during everyone's under_then
the pavilion will not serve the
acy, learning
and academic
State Boaid of Education.
graduate and post-graduate life.
ideal. Its constrUction will only
continue a relationship whereby
S. Hatch Barrett, Chairman
Iagain urge ~ary student to let
achievement.
Its your
Mastery of an Academic Disci- all students are forced to serve the
Multi~Purpose Pavilion Committee . your voice be heard.
David S. Taylor
money.
pline: I suggested the evaluation
needs of an athletic program from
'
Vice-president
. of 20% of our existing academic . which most receive verylfttle;lt
for Student Affairs
Randy Martindale

I"

'rn~r

, ..

will not foster a program which
serves the needs of all students.
second, regardless of the role of
athletics
the pavilion issue, the
economic aspects of building and
maintaining the potential pavilion
.remain objectionable. The ability,
of the BAA to meet its $4 million
pledge Is not proven; the ability or
willingness of the students to pay
for a facility most. wili never be
around to benefit from is also
questionable.

In a latter to the editor published
in the Arbiter of wednesday,
September 20, 1978, I stated that
the Bru,1CO Athletic Association
would pay less than 1A of the cost
of the. pavilion.'
This was a
typographical error.
It should
have said that the BAA would pay
less than V3 of the cost. Please
accept my apotogles.

was

------

....
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BOISE CIVIC OPERA
Presents

The LastWotd

lURE

As Aickrnan is a master at
by Terry McGuire
exploiting this myotic sensation, A
Bringing to light a thoroughly
Co/d Hand In Mine also threatens
intelligent collection of supernaas it were to take the reader. from
tural tales isa
refreshing
the literary (as of late) sandbox to
experience, especially In lieu of
a mature world of opposite
recent offerings that spawn ugly
conclusions and fitful day/nightrumors that the macabre can no
mares. And In the finest tradition
longer cut It In serious literature
of British supernatural genre (with
circles. Where The Amityville
the exception of the American
Horror and all its Infantile prattle
Wm. James), he forbodes the
virtually erased two hundred years
reader of impending terror, but
of mature, intensly psychological
does not yield the fateful axe until
work in the minds of the mass
the last possible moment. There
reading audience, Robert Alckare no childish hooks, not a trace
man's A COld Hand /n Mine neatly
of rupture In the story line.
fills a dead void left in the wake of
Alckrnan is the undisputed master
the trash before mentioned.
of modern Gothic.
Namely: ghost stories have grown
And as stated before, he, at the
up.
moment of Inescapable truth,
Compare Aickman's ,eight-story
tears away our protectlv.e blanket
collection to a cold, pre-dawn rain
and we are exposed to the cruel
where the reader finds himself
underside of nature, in ail her
terrified by the dark, yet comfortconflicting forms. You are not
ed by the knocking of the
advancing day. The rain suggests asked to explain nor feel, but to
denote the pulsating sensation
an Innately cruel nature, yet hi
that you have been taken to the
bitter Irony, the pulsating drizzle
spawns an Invisible warmth, . imagination'S farthest limits and
returned; but hi what condition is
wrapping one in . a thin protective
a matter of speculation.
blanket and the sun washes away
Everything and anything more
the blackness of the drops; but,
than Its transatlantic counterparts,
not the chill that lingers In your
A COld Hand Is the finest of
mind. You are forced to explain
modern horror; .and will not lull
the sensation that subliminally
repulses, but is like tiny fingers at . you Into a gentle sleep ... it is In
dreams that Alckman's message
your neck telling
you that
does make sense. In a word:
everything is all right, is In order,
suspended, but ultimate reality.
Is but an unfathomable mystery.
The gap between reality and . A COLD HAND IN MINE
by Robert Aickman
chaotic void draws to a hair-thin
'1978 edition
margin.

October 4th at 8:00 pm In the
Nez Perce room BSU Student
Union, marks the second lecture in
a series being presented this fall
by the BSU Faculty Wives and the
Student Union Programs Board.
The featured speaker will be Joel
Stone, a graduate of MIT and
presently a Va-Tech teacher at
BSU. Prof. Stone will candidly talk
on the complex political situation
in the Middle
East, which
threatens the stability of today's
world. His lecture will concentrate
on several aspects of that touchy
situation, including, what has lead
up
the present situation, or
specifically, the history of the
peopleln the Middle East. Mr.
Stone will also speak on the Peace
Packs which were negotiated by
Egypts Anwar sadat, Israels's
Menachem Begin, and President
Carter In mld-Septeinber. The
recent developments will prove to
make this lecture interesting to all.
Students and the public are
and backed by a large and vocal . Invited.
The Boise Civic Opera is hard at
chorus. sam Thompson is Faust, a
work preparing for this year's
presentation. The opera will be man tortured by the passions of a
youth long since lost. Hope Evett'
;. Faust", by Charles Gounod, the
plays Margarlte, his lover, who
legendary tale of a man who sells
teeters on the brink of damnation
his sould to the Devil for eternal
as a result of her affair with Faust.
youth.
.
William Taylor, Julia Kole and
Doug Copsey, producer of
Clint 'Johnson complete the
Boise's Shakespere Festivals at
supporting roles.
.
Once Capital Genter for the past
Benjamin Matthews of New York
two summers, is producing and
City will portray Mephistophol~,
directing this year's effort. Victoria
the DeviL Mr. Matthews is the
Holloway,
the designer and
production Guest Artist this year.
creator of the elegant costumes for
Overall, "Faust" promises to be
the outdoor Shakespeare producan exciting, evening of opera for
tions Will also make the costumes
all. It will run for two nights only,
for the more than 50 cast members
september 29-30 at the Capital
of "Faust".
·It was'the Deltas ~gainst
High School Auditorium. Curtain
The Boise, Philharmonic
timels8:15pm.
Tickets
are
$4,
$5,
:the rules ••• the I'ules
Orchestra, directed, by Daniel
. stern.: will guide. you 'through . and $6 and reservations may be
made at theJdaho Public Theatre
_Gounod's tragic but powerful
Box Office lnthe Old Alexander's·
confrontation between Heaven
Building in Downtown Boise,
and Hell. The.cast of principles is
phone 343-7560.
made up of several local favorites

·THE8ESTfROt£HOLLYWOOD!

rrSGT. PEPPER'S LONELY
H~ARTS CLUBBAND"

@

OMMONWEALTH
.
THEATRES,

,

losel

COMING SOON
:'INTERIORS"
WRITTEN
AND DIRECTED BY WOODY
ALLEN

FINAL WEEKI
"HEAVEN CAN WAIT" (PG)
DAILY AT 8:15 & 10:15'

~
..

_- -_

....
....
...~.. ~-----_

-

...
A comedy from Universal PlclIJms

BRONCO HUT WELCOMES BACK
BSU STUDENTS

THE MIiJfY StMVONS - IVAN REITMAN Pl\OC>UCTlON
"NATIONN. LM\POON'S ANIMAl. HOUsE" ........ JOHN mUSH!·11M MATHESON· JOHN VERNON
V£l\NA GlOOM . THOMAS HULCE cnd DONAlD SUTHEl\lAND ~ .... "',
Produced bY MIiJfY SIMMONS cnd IVAN I\ElTMAN : Music bY ElMER BERNSTEIN
\illl""'" bY HAl\OLO IWAIS, DOUGlAS KENNEY & OlI\lSMlUF.Jl. . Dlrecred bY JOHN lANDIS
Ion9 ............ HOUSE· c~
end
bv S1£PH(N Ili\HOP

MU.LEI\ QUAI'. is
Wednesday Night

8 toi

Sponsored by

•
70\'

•.."""'ACMl """""",," I ... -_.............

_

•

"_mod

IIRIIIESTII'CTED<nH
'O~~d~~.~::=lC\::,::~:":=::o
-p-.....,.._ ....~~

JUST FOURDITS

.
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•
'0.

••
11/01012

daIly at 7:45 & 9:45
MATINEES SAT-5UN AT 1:45,
3:45, 5:45, 7:45 & 9:45
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Fat Lib.Faund
In chaDI
CPS) - Students may not pick up
the cause of Fat Liberation In a big
way, but many are picking up on
the fat. 18-2~year-olds are an
average six. pounds heavier than
their counterparts of ten years
ago, reports a recent federal
survey. For students wanting to
shed some of those pounds, their
schools are coming up with some
innovative ways to get them
dieting.
Most student health centers will
provide basic diet information, but
the health service at Marshall
University In Huntington, W. Va.,
goes a stop beyond. They offer a
free weight loss clinic, where
students sign a contract to change
their eating habits for a certain
length of time. Exercise and
nutrition are also part of the
program, which is apparently,
successful. One student lost 20
pounds in less than two months.
Marshall's food service and P.E.
department took dieting to the
cafeterias and the gym,' with

lectures on exercise, junkfood
and low-calor!e nutrition.
'
The psycholOgy department at
Wayne State University in Detroit
is using behavior modification
techniques In their weight reduction clinics. The most effective
may be their requirement of a $25
deposit, which' is returned In $2
amounts at each subsequent
meeting attended.
Other methods require students
To eliminate all extraneous stimuli
at mealtime (like tv, radio, or
book), keep a very specific record
of what, where and' when food is
eaten, and hop on a scale at least
four times a day. At one session,
students are required to bring
along a member of the household,
who Is urges to give positive
reinforcel"(lElfltto the, dieter.
A clinic survey found that
everyone had lost at least six to
seven pounds, with an average
weight loss of 17 pounds, and that
75 percent of the participants had
maintained the wight loss for six
months.

~c?8~-TERM PAPERS, THESES, DlSSERTA TIONS
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
.
IBM CORRECTING SELECTRIC
SEVERAL TYPE STYLES AVAILABLE
FROM 50 CENTS PER PAGE PICKUP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
, KAAREN L. BARR P.O. BOXn4,Emmett,ID
83617
.

LOOKING FOR A BETTER'FIT?
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Women's Mgmt.Workshop

The Boy
Friend

An afternoon panel discussion
All women interested in a career
will focus on management opporadvancement are invited to attend
tunities in Boise for women. Panel
A roaring twenties spoof best
a "Women Into Management"
members are Robert Blanz, Vice describes Boise State University
workshop sponsored by the
President and Idaho General
Theatre's first production of the
Women's Genter at the Boise
Manager, Mountain Bell; Pam 1978-79season. 'The Boy Friend,'
YWCA on saturday, October 7,
Beaumont, Vice President, Mara Sandy Wilson musical comedy,
9:30 am to 4 pm. The workshop Is
keting, Albertson's; Ken Pyburn,
has been cast under the direction
planned to help women' learn
Location Manager, IBM; Rosa
of Dr. Charles Lauterbach; The
management skills, set career
Bowman, Program Administrator,
show is slated to run from October
goals, deal with the special
State Board of Education; AI
11-14, with the Special Events
problems experienced by women
Sturr, Director of Human Resource Center being the place of
in management positions, and
services, Idaho, First National
learn about the management
performance.
Bank.
A good sized cast should provide
opportunities for women in Boise,
Ruth Keeth, Vice President,
according to- Linda Bagmard,
great versatility and variety upon
Idaho First National Bank, will .the stage. This musical extravachairperson for the workshop.
Career
The mornlno
session on' speak on "Strategic
ganza teatures Beth Young as the
Planning". The workshop will
"Conflict
Resolution" will be
ingenue but no-so-naive' Polly
conducted by Dr. Wally Pond, Conclude with small discussion
Browne. A rich girl posing as a
groups
on
career
planning.
Adjunct Faculty Member of BSU,
.poor girl, Polly fafls in love with
Registration fee Is $25.00 and
and will deal with barriers created
Tony, portrayed by Dan Mink,
includes lunch. Registration deadby attltudesloward
women in
who is also a wealthy young man
line
is
Tuesday,
October
3,
at
the
management positions and w0in disguise. Madame' Dubonnet
YWCA with enrollment limited to
men" perceptions of themselves
(Vicky Perez) Is seen as the
100 individuals.
'
as managers.
headmistress of the French School
for' Girls that Miss Browne is
attending. YOI,l'II find Duley and
, Maisie (Melanie Yellen and Aleah
Miller) as Polly's side-kick schoolmates. Marcus Boguslawski Is
Percival Browne, Polly's widowed
father, who meets up with a lost
love from his old war davs in
France.
.
Other cast' members inciude
Natalie 'Rundquist, Kristie MeAIlister; Nancy Frederick, Mary Kay
Reynolds, Natalie Shanefelt, and
Margo Hansen, as giggly girls
attending Madame Dubonnet's
school. Lord and Lady Brockhurst
will be played by Mike Piccolotti
and Michele Calver, who are In
search of their long lost son, Tony.
Kathy Rundquist .ts Hortense
while Bobby Van' Husen Is being
played by Bill Caron. Don Brokaw
appears as a young man In the
chorus and the play's waitress Is
portrayed by Terrie RoWley.
This combination of charm and
buffoonery should provide for an
evening of great entertainment.
Never a dull moment should be
found' whllowatchlng
'The Boy
Friend.' "

JEUfopean

SOFT INSIDE. '

Motors Inc.

'Suite B-111

SpeGi'alizing in
VW,Porsche,
Audi~
Repairs
& Sales

342-0890

." .' r. th. Experts'

8th StMarketplace
,405- South 8th Street

Rudy. Qualilo
. Owner-Mgr.
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Brazil
CONT.

FROM

government Itself. GeIsel Is now
flanked by geIieraIs on both _the
left and right critical· of his
policies, and he seems to lack the
kind of support In his own
government necessary to change
the rules.
His promiseof •'safe and gradual
reforms" is seen as dangerousand
too swift by the mlllt&!)' .hardliners, and timid and stalling by the
more liberal faction.
• Geisel's hand-picked successor,
Figueiredo, ran unopposed-forthe
ruling party nomination last
January. A balding, tallish man,
he was best known as the chief of
Brazil's military Intelligence service, a post that won him little
popular support. Following the
nomination, he warned, "If the
opposition wins, government reforms will be endangered. Our
country might even explode."
Figueiredo's prOilouncements
drove many dissatisfied Industrial
leaders,as well as the liberal wing
of the military, to seek an
alternative. In August they joined
the MOB opposition party to settle
on Bentes, a highlY respected
four-star general who declared" A
return to democracyneedsto come
from the bottom. . -TIle government'sreforms
come from

-P. 6

"A miracle?" exclaimed an auto
worker In Sao Paulo. "\Mlen
prices go up 40 percent a year, the
only miracle Is how I manage to
feed my family."
.
.
Today, 95 percent of the
population receives wages of $80.
to $400 a month. With rent and
food at U.S. prices, the majority
live on .beans, rice and manioc
flour.'
The situation has given labor
unions an Increasingly Important
voice.
Last May, despite a
government ban -on strikes since
1964,metal workers In Brazil's key
automobile' industry held the
largest "work-stoppage" sincethe
coup.
TIle strike began May 12 when
2,500 workers at Saal>-Scania
walked out, Before It ended,
50,000 workers had Joined the
work stoppage, bringing Brazil's.
huge, foreign-owned automotive
Industry to a halt.
President Geisel, fearful that
bringing in troops might hurt t.ls
reform image, simply decided to
prohibit news coverage and to
leave the solution to the multinationals, which eventually granted
11 to 15 percent wage Increases.
The metal workers' victory
marked a major turnaround for the
unions, which in 1964 had been
decimated by the arrests and exile
of militant leaders. Now, key
locals are again electing militants
who are demanding wage Increases and increased job security.
Another' key issue in the current
political turmoil is the fate of the
thousands of politicians and union
leaders who were' arrested or
driven into exile by the govern-.
, ment since 1964. President Geisel
has promised as one of his reforms
to revoke the law that permitted
the president to dlssolve congress
and suspendcivil rights and to let
500 deposed politicians run for
office again, but not until after the
November election.
But again, the reform falls short
.of the opposition demands. 'TIle
National Amnesty, Committee has
called for the release of 200
political prisoners and the return
of some 15,000 exiles, as well as
an aCcountingof the hundreds of
"disappeared.
Such issueshave not only stirred
debate among the divergent
interests of the MOB, but have
resulted in factions in the military
It

.

above."

TIle MOB, formed in 1964as the
only legal opposition party,
represents a broad range of
political views. All opposition
politicians not in jail or exile,
moderates and communists alike,
find themselvesin the same party.
Skeptics in the party question
how a general - ,anygeneral - can
lead Brazil to democracy. And
indeed, the cautious Bentes has
done little to upset conservatives,
promising not to lead Brazil into
•'confrontation and radical!zation"
Whoever wins in November, the
new spfrlt of political activity in .
Brazil is not likely to diminish.
Uber;l! and radical politicians
already are discussing plans to
rebuild the parties that still are
illegal, and exiled leaders are
corresponding with local followers
about returning soon.
In view of this, PresidentGeisel .
and Gen. Figueredo have devised
a plan many feel could diffuse the
opposition. TIley would dissolve
both parties before the election. If
.this happens, opposition candidates might scramble to form new
parties rather than unite behind a
single front.
(>And in recent' weeks, the
Increasing level of left-wing and

I

anti-communist demonstrations
and arrests have raised serious
doubts for some that a srrooth
transition to more IllJef'aI policies
is possible. said a schooltea:her
In Rio de Janeiro, "No. one
understands what's· happening.
For the first time the government
Is tolerating strikes and defOOnstratlons. But I'm not too
optimistic. TIle military could
decide to arrest everyone once
again)'

But for the time being, at least,
politics again are alive and well In
Brazil - a fact that other Latin
American dietatorshipsare closely
watching with Interest.
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o<>o&O .. Uern, Had. One

Now'
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FANTASY·
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Serving
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. Banquet & Party Facilities
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Droncost
Montana State offense, which'
returns seven starters, has dangerous tailback Delmar Jones.
For the first time this year the
Jones was first In the conference
Boise State Broncos will leave the
in rushing last year and was 10th.
comforts of home, as they travel to
nationally.
Boieman, Montana and meet
The Broncos, however, led by
Montana State. Both tearns are
inspiring senior linebacker Bob
coming off impressive wins last
Macauley have been very stingy
week, the Broncos beating Northabout giving up yardage so far this
ern Michigan 31 - 21 and Montana
season. In fact It has been the
State thrashed Texas A & 1 42 Bronco defense that has made the
21. Montana State beat a good
game-turning plays.
team In Texas A&1, last years'
The game marks the beginning
NAIA Champions.
of Big Sky play for both teams.
The Bobcats, led by senior
Along v.ith Northern Arizona,
quarterback Phil Dennehy an
Boise State and Montana State are
All-Big Sky selection in 1978, are
picked as favorites to win the
hoping to avenge a humiliating 26
- 0 loss at Bronco Stadium last ' conference. NAU haS already
year. That task will not be an easy posted two conference, wins by
beating Montana and Idaho State.
one, however, since the Broncos,
The winner saturday could very
led by record-breaking cedric
will be In the drivers seat for the
Minter, will be vying for their
conference crown. The game will
ninth straight conterence win. The
win streak stretches back to 1976. be regionally televised by ABC at
1:30 pm.
.
Along with Bennehy 'the
by Jeff Matt

:tr...STATESMAN

Special

Offer

to

CHAFFEE, MORRISON,
DRISCOll, TOWER
Students,

Cedric Minter, breaks away from the.WIldcat Pack on his way toward his
spectacular Tl yard touchdown, pushing the Bronco's out-front and
setting the stage for BSU's 31-21, triumph over northern michigan.

I

I

by Jim Wolfe
Hoskin Hogan went to the air 20
prevent. defense, Hoskin Hogan
Another saturday night haS
times compleling10,and had one
pitched to Minter who preceeded
corne and gone and another Boise
Intercepted.Lonnle Hughes caught
to slice his way through gre6ll and
State victory has been secured
nine of those complellons for 109
gold defenders for a 77 yard
against a tough opponent. Cedric
yards and a touchdown while
toUchdown, to the delight of the
Minter and the two man wrecking
Freshman fullback, Dan Le Beau
20,555
fans
who
had
jammed
into
crew of Bob Macauley and Larry
caught the other pass for 8 yards,
Bronco Stadium. The touchdown
Polowskl led the Broncos to a
total of 117 yards for Hogan,
31":21 triumph over the highly , run, longest ever in .Boise 'State
giving Boise State 477 yards In
history,
gave
the
Broncos
the
rated Northern MichlganWildcats.
total offense.
.
momentum they needed and. a
Macauley and Polowskl did
The' game reintroduced Terry
lead they never relinguished.
everything but lead. the Meridian
zahner to action at tailback, giving
The offense could have made the
High School Band at half-time.
the NMU defense an unwanted
Macauley, from his Inside une-.: margin of victory much wider, but
surprise, . Cedric Minter, a well
~backing position, .intercepted a once agalnBSUwas plagued .with,
deserved mst,and the partisan
funbl&-Itls,·
losing
3
of
6
funbles.
pass, recovered a fumble,and was
.crowd, the thrill qf seeing "TZ'"
However, the Macauiey/Polowskl
in on 16 tackleS. While Polowski,
back at work. zahner carried the
led defense provided the offense
from his outside Jinebacking
ball
10 times for 62 yards, an
with
numerous
.opportunities
to.
position,' had 14 tackles, two
outstanding performance after
score for the second consecUtive
quarterbacl< sacks and a forced
such a long layoff.
-funble, Both anchored the Broncos week.
defensive front that' held Northern
Michigan to 84 yards rushing.
When it became apparent that
the Wildcats couldn't run against
BSU, OB Todd Krueger took to the
air, that Is, when he had time. The
NMU quarterback passed for 221
• •
yards, most of that coming on
short out paSses.
The Wildcat defense was made
With fourth and less than one to
the Broncos came through very
shambles of, by Cedric Minter,
go, On their oVm17 yard line, healthy after a hard hitting game.
who broke his own single game
NMU coad1 Bill Radamacher
Coach Criner stated that all of the
rushlFlg record of 210 yards with a
decided to have his team go for the' team goals have been accomplish261 yard effort. With -the score
first down, late In the thlrded
for the pre-conference season.
tied 7-7 and 30 seconds left In the
quarter. Enter again Bob MacauBut now the ..a2SY. part of the
first half, the Wildcats In their
ley... Krueger took the snap from season IS over! the Broncos went
center and charged up the middle, Into saturday's game ranked #3 In
but there was no hole as Macauley the· nation. But, even If BSU
and the entire defensive line moves up in the polls, Criner and
Stopped the play for no gain. the his staff realize Montana State will
bronco offense then punched It In, be ready In Bozeman this week, to
making the score 24-7, virtually
open Big S1~yplay. Both teams will
INSIDE AND OUI
ending the Wildcats' hopes of be out to show they're number
victory.
one, as always. making for another
tough contest.

a
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THE MOUNTAiN PARKA:

Your Molenaar's
Representatives
on Campus
Pat
Choose From
Our Selection of
STOP OUT BETWEEN10-9 WEEKDAYS OR 10-6 SAT
and see our lull selection of outdoor clothing, running shoes,
touring skta-ond Whitewater equipment
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DiamondJewelry
Watches
Earrings
Pendants
and much more

m~
. Jewelers

1207 BROADWAY

ONE OF YOUR "STUDENT BUYING POWER CARD'"
REPRESENTATIVES2 .BLOCKS SOUTH OF BRONCO .
STADIUM
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Men's CrossCountry

DSU HerrtersOff .,to Uof
The Boise State University cross in a .25:00 trial run last week,
country team will travel to the fourth best on the team. The team
University
of Washington
In trial was run on a ·five-mile,
Seattle, Saturday, September 30 mOderately hilly. course. The top
time was turned in by Matt<
for the season's first competition.
- cross country coach Ed Jacoby is Hollenbeck, a 24:36. The second
hopeful his teamwill be a Big Sky besttime was a 24:47, run by Bill
McClement.
Conference title contender this
Jacoby'S top five will be Scott
fall, and Saturday'S meet should
Blackburn, Barry Boettcher, Mike
quickly give hiIII good Indication of
henry.
stan Link. and Jim
his te<!ITI'Sstrength.
Washington finished second in- Linderborn. According to Jacoby, .
"we're looking for four or five
the Pacific-8 Conference last year
people who can average below
and 13th In the NCAA meet. Their
5:05 a mile."
. team returns intact from last
The Broncos return eight
season.
lettermen this season.
LasLyear's top runner for UW,
They last won a Big Sky title In
Bill Stolp, who finished 8th In the
1976.
.
conference meet last year, turned

CASEY'S STICK OF THE WEEK

linebacker Dan Williams unloads a crushingtakcle
on NMU
quarterback Todd Krueger, unfortunately for Wildcats, Boise State's
defense subjected Krueger to s//TIllar abuse throughmO.U.t
;.th.e
;.ga.me
... _---lIlllIilllIlIllIollIllllliiil!lmmllllllillllll'l:llll1l:mm:-~lI%1lIIIlIlmBlllZlll-~
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MEN'S TENNIS 6

is

, RACQUETBALL SHII\

1099

BSU Bronco's take it away In last
Saturday's
triumphant
victory
against
the tough Norrnern
Michigan Wildcats. More postgame Information will be found on
. page 16, "It Felt So Good."
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SHANE AUTO
REBUILD &

REFINISHING

(Forme'" Service. City ..
. Auto complex)
Specializing. in
e Corvette,
o insurance.

e onttque

. restoration

202W38th
34S.Q56'i

o

OLYMPUS

TRIP 15 OUTFIT.
NOW ONLY

3 99-

Choose from
(9
arambow of·colors,
,
all with the AdldmJ logo_

5690"
''fiE Q1MEQ4 CO.

~eg. 5.95 -.

809 West Bannock
8Qise 343-0180
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VOLLEYBALL

Coach's

The BSU women's cross country
team joined 13 other teams from
around the Northwest region last
saturday at Vllhitworth College In
Spokane, Washinton, for a nonscoring 2V2 mile course, meet. .
Boise States harriers performed
extremely well when one considers
their inexperience, BSU's top four
runners have freshman cross
country status.
Leading coach
Basil Dahlstrom's team .to an
unofficial second place flhlsh
were, Jody Smith, placing third
with an outstanding time of 15.47
and her twin sister Judy picking
up fifth place with atlme of 15.57.
Following the Smith sisters were
freshman Beth Rupprecht In 13th
place, 16.33; 15th placeLeslie
Bastian, 16.35;. and 21st place
finisher Cindy Jorgenson; 16.58.
Also making the Tripnorth and
placing were Cherry Gardner 26th,
17.10 and Lorraine carlson 37th
timed at 17.50.
Although Coach Dahlstrom tend-'
ed to down play the significance of
last weekend's second place
finish, he Is willing to suggest that
the young squad may very well be
the surprise team of the region
this season.
Dahlstrom also points out that
due to the remaining eligibility of
his runners, this year's team is a
team of the future, with championship caliber form being perhaps as
much as tw~ years pown the road.

Conf.

The NAGVVS National Coaches
Conference opens on Thursday,
September 28, with registration at
the main BSU gymnasium from
7:00 pm to 9:30 pm. .
World-<:Iass women coecn-competitors,
Olga Connolly,. Sue
Gunter, Linda Mulvthlll
and
LuAnn Terheggen will share their
expertise this Frldayandsaturday,
SelStember 29 and 30, with
coaches of girls' and womens's
athletic teams attending
the
National Coaches Conference at
Boise State University.
The four will also be featured in a
panel dlscusslon concerning "The
Psychology and Motivation of the
Female Athlete" Friday evening
at 7:00pm in the BSU Student
Union Ballroom.
.
Two hundred coaches of
women's high school and college
teams are expected to attend the
clinic sessions to upgrade their
skills In coachl ng basketball,
gymnastics, volleyball, and track'
and field.
.Pre-registration indicates that
coaches from Alaska, canada,
Iowa and Michigan will attend as
well
coaches from most of the
Western United States.
.
Persons interested in further
information on the conference may
call the Women's Athletic .Department at BSU (208)385-1657.

as

- The. Boise State women's
volleyball team returned from the
University of Idaho's "Tune-up"
•tournament last Saturday, after
winning two matches and losing
three.
First year coach Kendra Falen
quickly pointed out that the day
long round-robin tournament had
unlimited substitutlon,coachlng
from the sidelines and doesn't
count on this season's record.
Falen stated, •'We hadn't played
as a unit up to that point (the
tournament), but at Vllhitworth we
came on as a team." An Indication
of how far Boise· State's splkers
have come as a cOmpetitive unit
was reflected in their losing match
against Washington State University. Falen's squad played the
always powerful VVSU"A" team,
losing 3-15, 12-15, but prior to
saturday's toumament, five points.
was the highest total a Brdncor
198Jn had ever scored against the •
'Huskies, comments from opposing
players, ranging from; ,"This is .
the best team to ever come out of
BSU."to:
"There's 'adefinite
change' from past Boise State
. teams,"
tended to reinforce
Falens perception.
Cited
for outstanding
'performances during the tournament were the entire team for
exceptional defenslve.play and the
Bronco's big hitter, Cindy Simpkins, who had 13 ace spikes In
sat,urday's competition.

SALLY THOMAS

*

ADVERTISING

BRAD MARTIN
PRODUCTION

S. FRANKLIN
ASSOCIATE

THE UNiVERsiTY AfiinTeR 18
published weekly througholoi
the. regular .. academic year
except during flnal8 weeks and
holidays. by the student8 of
Boise' Slate UnlV«8lty. The
oplnlon8 expreaaed in ThlI
UnIVWIlty ArbItIII' are oot .
necessarily those of the staff or
of the edmlnlstratlon of Boise
State
Unlver8lty.
. THE
UNIVERSITY ARBITER 8UDscribes to College . Pre88 ser. vice, Paclllc Newa Service, and
Universal Pr888 Syndl¢8te.

:STUBBS
EDITORS

ENTERTAINMENT

DANA FARVER

Articles and lettonHo-the-edltor
must be 8ubmltted to. ThlI
UnIYIralty ArbIter office Drlor to
5:00 p.m.· each . Friday for
poaalble . publication In the
follOWing week'8 188Ull.•

.. All 8ubmlllSloo8 must be tYJl&'_
wrltton, double spaced and bear
tho lIUlhor'8 name, addr8ll8 and
~
numbOl", legibly wrltllll1.

OFF CAMPUS

CHUCKBUFE

*ThlI Untvonlty ArbIter Ill86f'Vll8
the right to edit all malorla! for
rolevoncy, libel, and taste .

ON CAMPUS

• BUD HUMPHREY
PHOTOGRAPHY

*Letter&-to-the-edltor
exceed :100 word8.

ROB WILLIAMS

must not

SPORTS

SHAWN

DELOYOLA

*Avold thooloOlcaJ dllbatea, especlolly those Ildvocatlng or
criticizing a particular denomination.

The Bronco netters nextsoo
action when they travel to Ontario;
Oregon for a 6 pm match against .
Treasure Valley Community college.
SATURDAY'S

VOLLEYBALL

SCORES

BSU over SpokanO Fall8 comm.
Collego 15-9 / 10-15 / 15-11
BSU over Unlv. of Idoho 15-8 /
15-1
Whitworth Collogo ovor BSU 15-9
/ 15-11
Gonzaga UnIv. over BSU 15-3./
1~3.
. ..
Washington Stato Un Iv. over BSU
15-3 / 15-12

I
,.

':

11

MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL
SCHa>ULE [OCT. 3rd)
6:30 pmc...gamos····

leDguo B .
LDS-20, GroundhOg&-18

BSU H81;klIawo va Germ Spoll3
Slgma Phi Epsilon va Klng8 Buhl8
PHA QUE II va AquatIc B!800
BSU II bye
7:30 pm gamoa····
Northern dOht8 va LOS
Holen Kollora va TKE
Bulfal08 va GroundhOg8

Northtlm Ughta-2, TKE'lHl
Holen t<ol10l'1l-1,Bllffal~
leDguo
A-1 12,
A-3 30,
B-2 14,

c

B-3 0
B-1 12

A-22

WEEK'S
INTRAMURAL
SOFTBALl SCHEDULE
NEXT

8:30 pm lllII1lOll' •••

Monday Oct. 2nd
P1aza'8 P1oyora va Mlll1yra
Morrl8Ol1 Hell va Gang World
Vegl8 bye

BomborlJ va 5
1va4
NA05 va 6
sept. 19th result8:

Tuesday Oct. 3rd

League A
Goon Spo/Iil-1. SSU 11-0
~Klngo 800111-1, PHA QUE 11-0
Slg Ph1-16. Aquatic BI80IHl

'SPORT

Mike's Mashora va GoodllmOl'8
Foul P1ll)'01'l1va Rghllng Gam&cock8
.
BSU II bye
Wednooday Oct. 4th
B-3 Chaffee va Opl8
D Z8ug0r't8 va CCPO ExpreBt'
Heroes bye

.".

LIFE
Hike Blazer
HI-Tops
~

..How

In Stock

Hi-The

Thursday OCt. 5th
A-2 Wacadoos
va TKE-DlMe
LOS va Ballaoft8
Botllmer'8 bye
Softball

ResUlt8

-

sept 18-22

League B:

Mike's Mallher&-1, FoIJI PloyCflloO;
Goodtlmora-1. BSU 11-0
League C:

o Z8ug0r't&-18, B-3 Chaffee-9;
0pIa-18, Her'oe!l-4; .
League 0:
Bottlmer'a-17, TKE-DIana-6;
LOS Temn-1, A-2 WIll:kadoolHl;

I
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Septmbet 27. • October 4.

Mondoy 2

Sunday i,
Foreign Film: "Seven Beauties";
also, short, "David Hamilton's
Private Collection." Call 385-1223
for informat ion.
Idaho Citizens Coalition and Boise
Gallery of Art will present "Growth
in Ada County," at the Boise
Gallery of Art; 8:00 pm.

"The Museum Comes to Life,"
1:00 - 4:00 p.m., Idaho Historical
'Museum, call 344-3145 for information.

Tuesday

a

Idaho Commission on the Arts
funding meeting, Oct. 3rd & 4th,
-ICA offices at 304 W. State St.
Open to the public.
Coffee House presents Chari ie
Maguire, 8:00 p.m., Lookout room.
Call 385-1224 for information.

The Arbfter, issue #5 is available at
dinner.

Jewish New Year Services, 10:00
a.m., Temple Beth Isreal, 11th &
State.

friday 29

Outdoor Activities: Backpacking in
the Sawtooths, Sept 29th - Oct. tst,
Open to anyone, call .385-1455'or
344-2512 for information.
Boise Civic Opera presents 'Faust'
by Gounod. capital High School
Auditorium, 8:15 p.m., Sept 29th &
30th.

Monday 2
Boise Public Library:, Madeline
L'Engle, .author of the N~wl;>er~y
award winning book A Wrin~le in
TI-me, will be guest 'speaker at
Children's Reading Round Table
luncheon, 12:00 noon at Onaplns.
Call 385:-4421for reservations.

John Chancellor,
NBC news
reporter, will have a rap session
with students, 3:00 p.m., Special
Events Genter.

Sunday 1

The Open Path - A center for
Eastern & Western Studies.
New fall schedule begins with:
Classic Tranquility Meditation each
monday evening from 7:00 to 8:00
p.m., the class wi II be held at ~03 .
N. 18th.

Rock climbing at Slick Rock.
Contact Berne Jackson at 385-1455,
or 344-9512.
,Rosh Hashana. Jewish New Year,
services, 8:00 p.m., Temple Beth
Israel, 11th and State.

Theater of the psyche. A series of
four evening classes exploring the
roles we play and their meaning,
through the use of drama, costume,
and movement. OCt 3,4,5,6 from
7:30 - 9:00 p.m., held at 806 N.
21st.

Wednesday

«4

Fall Lecture Series: Joel Stone,
"Middle
East," given by Joel
Stone. NeZPerce Room, SUB, 8:00
p.m.
Idaho Art Association, annual
conference and workshop, through,
Oct 7th.
Call 345-8330 for
information.
YWCA workshop: "Your (astrological) Chart and the Natural Chart,
7:30 - 10:00 p.m., at YWCA: Call
343-3638 for 'information.,

~~~~~[L~SS~F~E~S
Private Party Classified Adsl 4 cents Per WordI 12 Noon Monday Deadline.·
ARBITER Office, Owyhee Room, 2nd Floor. SUB
For More Info 385-1464
FO'R )~L€
IMI)C.
HOU)ING
OC-CLfI))IFIED CONT€S1 NO.5
I

CONTACT LENS WI!ARERS.
Save on brnnd name hard or
soft lens supplies, send for free
IIIustrated catalog. Contect Ions
SUpplies, Box 7<153, Phoenix,
Arizona 85011.

1971 IXlP3E CtlARGER 318'
c.l., AT, PS.Alr Conditioning,
good tires, new brakes, excellent gas mileage, $1200 or best
offer. Before 9:00 am or after
7:00 pm, 466-6875.
STATE BARBER
COLLEGE
Short on Money?
Long on Hair?
Save Money by Getting Your Hair
Cut at State Barber College.
With
Budget Price for Guys & Girls.
Appt. Available.
2210 Main 51.,
Boise,

342-9729

NATIONAL STUDENT
. EXCHANGE
NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE
NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE
Tlroo of seeing the same old
campus? Would you like to go
to another university ..for a
semester, or9VOll a yeer, and
not haVe· to pay out-of-state
tuition? came on In and check It
out. We're located In room 206
In thG SUB or call 385-1200.

IMPROVE YOUR G~I
send $1.00 for your
,
maIl order ca.taIog of em
e
Rasa3rch, 10,250 toPIc I
'
PromPt Dallvery. Box 259Qf~B,
Los AngeleS, Calif. 90025. (lll!l3)
4TT-822J3

GRflTI)

...:-------1

A column for the Arbiler~
readers who have something
that they want to give away
ABSOLUTELY
FREE--NO
STRINGS ATTACHED
(The
Editor reserves the right to edit
for taste and length and
appropriateness), There will be
flO charge
for these ads,
supporting the Idea of gratis.
Be descriptive and Include your
phone number or address. We
also need your full name for our
records.

Froe to a good homo-spayed
terrier. House broken, good
watch doll. Phone 343-9686,
Fr0e-8 week old killens.
eatl 343-1lOOO. '

all

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
Qne-bsdroom troller, close to
BsU. Clsan and attractive. $135
per rno, plus electrlcily. eatl
sally· at 34200039, .eves or
385-14ll4 days,
3 BEDROOM TRAILER FOR
RENT, Just 2 blocka from BSU,
furnished, carpeted, lots of
storege,
call 343-1634 or
343-0930 for Info.

RooMATE WANTED: Female
, to share 2 bedroom with 3
otherlHlllly
$62.50 per month
(Includes electricity and heat),
Partially furnished-very
close
to BSU, cen 342-8287 (~lk for
Pam or N~CY).

ZfiNIE:)~-1
Answers to Stump Trivia Rat,
by MarkC.

Brough

1. Evelyn Margare! Ay,· Miss Pa, 19".><\
2. "What Ever Happened to Baby Jane"
3, A) Forward Pass,. B) Toronto, C) Don
Newcombe, D).Sam Hanks, E) Doak Walker,
S.M.U.".HB
4, Cracklin' Rosie
5. .The Paradise Bar and Grill
·6. "Hatarl"
7,salMaglie
8. "Society's Child"
9, Charlie
10. To attend the fair.

After grabbing the $5 gift
certificate don"1ed by SAGA,
last .week's anonymous DeClassified winner was last seen
rnunchlnq down.on a jumbqburger .in the snack bar. It
seems that our Intreold ohoto
department's rep decided to
join him Instead of taking on of
the now famous "Winner"
photos and so we have no
name, no picture, but we did
have a winner.

:rols week, the first seven
persons to name ail seven
dwarfs and the horolne 'from
the story "Snow While and the
Seven Dwarfs" will el'!;h win a
free ticket to the Charlie
McGuire Concert olus one free
Inch 01 Arbiter classified advertising. Each contestant must
recite the list to Peggy, The
Arbiter', crack secretary, after
1:00 pm on Thursday, September 28, In The Arbiter office, '
2nd floor, SUB.

males,

, __ -----.-----IiiEI-----The

'Univenity
Arbiter'
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If your study technique is typical, you spend 26
hours each week buried in your books. 66-2/3%
of this study time is wasted on an antiquated set
of procedures, Procedures that have remained unchanged for over a hundred years.
.
What's worse, you 'presume there is nothing
you can do to improve. The prevailing altitude
on campus is "You either have it or you don't!"

What nonsense!
Any student \.\Athaverage intellig€Jlce can' improve his reading and study skills' at leaSt 3
times with a) better techniques, b) exp€rt' coach. ing, and c) controlled practice. And he can do it
quickly-in time to dramatically increase his'
~ades in the current semester
For this is precisely what the Evelyn Wood
course offers, and backs it up with an iron-clad, .
no-nonsense, writterfguarantee.

Any student who attends every Evelyn \Abod
class, completes the required practice, yet does
not improve reading ard study skills at least 3
limes willbe eligible to receive a fulltuition refund.

Over 1,000,000 Graduates
Over 95% SUCClESSI
Since 1959, three Presidents have invited Evelyn
Wood instructors to teach their staffs how to read
better. All in all, the list of famous graduates
reads like Who's Who:
Hugh Alexander.
us. Congress
Birch Bayh.

Charlton

Heston.

Actor

Daniel K Inouye.
.' US. Congress
Jackson Betts,
Edward Kennedy
Us. Congress
Us. Congress
Daniel Brewster.
David S. King.
US. Congress
US. Congress

Us. Congress

Allan Cranston.

Burt Lancaster,

Gaylord Nelson.

Us. Conqress
Julie Newman

Actress
William Proxmire.

US. Congress
Abraham Riblcofl.

Us. Congress
Scheebeil,
US. Congress

Herman

Us. Congress

Actor

John Dingell.
Madame Gandhi.

Thomas J. Mclntrye. George Segal
Us. Congress :
Actor
Marshall Md.uhan,
Al Ulman.

India

Writer

John Glenn,
US. Congress

Joseph M. Montoya. J. Irving Whall~
US. Congress
US. Congmss

US. Congress

Evelon Wood course. The answers were Varied, old-fashioned speed reading technique of picking
out key phrases. In the Evelyn \Mxxi course,
but mostly on the same wave length: 1) They
wanted to reduce their study lime; 2) They "skimming is a dirty word!
wanted to feel more c~nfident in class, more in
The PRICE BOILS DOWN
control: -and 3) They wanted to learn more, tt> .
TO $2 AN HOUR.
achieve better grades.
.
Read ....mat the University of Illinois student
At the end of the course, each student was
papersaid (Ed Sejud): "If a student avails himself
asked if his goals were met. Over 95% said yes.
'of all the fadlitles by the (Evelyn \Mxxi) Institute
The other 5% received their tuition back
and attends all the class sessions, the price boils
Do Most Students .
down to only abOut $2 an how; cheaper than any
private tutoring yo~'l1ever find. Spread over four
Read SlowRy?
years, the course can save thousands of studyMost students have no Idea what their reading
hours and can probablyaffectaboostlnastudent's
ability is .•If th~y are tYPical,they read "about 300
grade-point average. Assignments which once
words per minute (or one page of a novel). Why
took days can be accomplished In a matter. of
is it that students read at virtually the same speed,
hours, leaving much more time for other pursults,
considering howvery different they all are?
The Institute estimates that it can save' average
The cause can be traced back to the First
students 350 hoursof study time each semesterGrade, When we were taught to read, IM!" were
probably an understatement".
asked to read out loud, j-VOrd-by-"-Ord.
Later, in
the Second Grade, 1M! were asked to stop saying
each word out loud. Efutwe ne~r really did. Fact
TAKE A FREE
is, you're saying thes"ewords right now-not out
loud, but to Yourself, one word dt a time!
This means you read only as fast as you talkabout 250 to 300 words per" minute. (As if to
MlNI ..LESSON THIS WEEK
prove the point, Guiness's Book of World Records
•Ask abOut the spedal25%
lists John E Kennedy as "delivering the fastest
STUDENT Discount
speech ever at 327 words per minute).

Why

EVELYN WOOD

How Do You Learn To Read
faster? With The Sam.e
Comprehension?
At the Mini-Lesson you will find out how the
Evelyn Wood course eliminates the habit of reading only one word at ~ lime. How you can learn
to read 3 or 4 words instead of only one. To see
how natural this is, look at'the dot lnthe middle
of this phrase:
the grass . is green

US. Congress

WhyDoSoM~y
Students Enroll?
This question was posed to several thousand
coll~ freshmen who had just enrolled in the

Try as you ma~ you can't help but see the
other words. 'Mth training, you learn to use this
natural, but un- used potential. You learn to see
groups of "-Ords simultaneouslJ,l This \.\Alldouble,
triple, possibly quadruple your presP.nl abilitJ,l
This concept is diametrically opposed to the

WED, SEPT27th
THUP.SSEPT28th·

Don't take an>OOdy'swordfor it-not ours,
not an>OOdys.We developed the Mini-Lesson
so you could make up your own mind about
the course. The Mini-Lesson lasts only 1hout
During that short time, you have a chance
to try vour hand at it:-to find out if it really
can do the joo for yOu. In 60 minutes over
8O%0ftheaudienoe increases reading speed.
Just a little,but enough to know....matlt's like.
At the Mini-Lesson you \.\Allfind out how the
Evelyn \Mxxi technique handles difficulttextbook material.Hcw it improves meITlOlYand
concentration. How it. makes reading a.
. pleasure instead of a-chore_ Let's face it, if
the Evelyn IMJod course is for real, you ought
to IffiOUl about it

MOM OCT 2
TUESOCT3
180~UMIVEI\SITY- DRIVE

4:00PM or
7:30PM

FIRST ·CHRISTIAM CHU.RCH

·Entei'the drawing fort'CD flee
scholarship

...

